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SANTA FE MEW MEXHCA
OPEN REVOLT IN
SENATE AGAINST

the utlorney geueial of the state or
the district attorney bringing such
action suspending such officer or officers so accused from performing any
of the duties of their office pending
of
a Una I hearing and determination
the matter and the person having the
power by appointment to fill vacancies in such office, shall upon such
suspension, appoint some proper persaid office and
son temporary to
to carry on its duties until such hearing sba.ll be finally determined or until the successor of the officer so suspended shall be elected ami shall have
qualified. No person shall be suspended from oflice under the provisions of this act until at least live
days notice of the application or th"
order of suspension shall he served
upon him, which notice shall set forth
the time and place of the hearing of
said application and said officer shall
have the right to appear and make
any defense that he may have and
shall he entitled to a full hearing upon tli? charges contained in the complaint and upon the application for
the order of suspension and no order
of suspension shall be made, except
upon finding of good cause therefore.
If on the final hearing of the cmi
plaint or petition herein provided the
oflicer is not removed from his oflice
he shall receive the salary ' allowed
him by law during the time of H
Such officer so tempoi
suspension.
the
shall receive
arily appointed
same salary as is provided by law
to be paid the officer filling such position.
Sec. 9. In ease the complaint referred to in section 2 of this act shall
be made to the district attorney init
stead of the attorney general
shall be the duty of the district attorney immediately to notify the attorney general of such complaint and
to transmit to said attorney general
a statement of the nature of the same
and the names of all the witnesses
together with all other information
which lie may have.
Sec. Id. All actions under the provisions of this act shall be commenced in tile name of the state of
on the relation of the attorney general of the state or on the relation of the district attorney.
Sec. 11. The attorney general and
the district attorneys of the several
districts of the state of New Mexico
shall have tiie power and they are
hereby authorized and directed whenever complaint has been made the
furnished,
names of the witnesses
them or whenever they deem necessary to issue subpoena for such witAnd for
nesHcs so furnished them.
s
such persons as they shall have
to believe have any knowledge
of the truth of the complaint made to
'appear before said attorney general
!or district attorney at a time and
sub-- I
place to be designated in the
poena then and there to testify
the subject matter setont-ii- r
Each witness shall
said complaint.
he sworn, true answers to make to
to him
all questions
propounded
touching the matter under invest iga-- !
tion and the testimony of each wit- ness shall be reduced to writing and
be signed by the witness. The attor-- !
ney general, assistant attorney gen-- I
eral and the district attorneys of the
several districts of the state are here-- i
ad-- ;
by authorized and empowered to
minister the necessary oath and affir-- !
niations to such witness. Any dis- obedience to such subpoena or refusal to answer any and proper ques-- !
tion propounded by the attorney gen-- I
or
eral, assistant attorney general
district attorney at such inquiry shall
lie a misdemeanor and shall be pun-- '
ished by a fine of not more than $500
lor by imprisonment in the county jail
j for not more
than six mouths or by
both such fine and imprisonment,
No person shall be ex-- j
Sec. 12.
cuiied from testifying before such at- torney general, assistant attorney
general, or district attorney at any
such investigation or in any investi-- j
gat Ion or to be excused from testifying in any proceeding brought in any
court of competent jurisdiction under
the provisions of this act on the
ground that his testimony may Incrim-- i
inate him but no person shall be pros-- !
edited or punished on account of any
transaction, matter or thing concern-- i
ing which he shall be compelled to
testify, nor shall such testimony be
used against him for any crime, or
misdemeanor under the laws of this
stale.
Sec. 13.
In all appeals to the su-- ;
preme court, the supreme court may
receive further testimony and may
adopt any procedure not Inconsistent
with i his act which it may deem nec-- I
essary for a full and final hearing and
determination of the cause and said
court on appeal shall either affirm
the judgment of the lower court or
enter such final judgment as it deems
that justice may require. On appeal
said cause shall stand for trial at the
first session after such appeal is per-- I
fected and filed and shall have prece-- i
dence over all civil and criminal
cases.
Sec. 14. The attorney general shall
have power on his own Initiative and
without complaint having been made
to him, to institute proceedings in
ouster against any and all state, dis-- ;
trict, county and city officers, tinder
the provisions of this act and the
district attorney may institute such
actions without a complaint
being
made to him as he is authorized
to
institute upon complaint being made,
but, before he shall institute such
actions he shall notify the attorney
general of his intention to do so and
lay before all of the facts in his possession, an attorney general
shall
have a right to intervene in said action and declare on the prosecution
of the same and may authorize and
direct the district attorney to insti- -

OLD TIME METHODS
REMARKABLE PLEA FOR KEEPING

MEMBER BY MR. HOLT FAILS TO CONVINCE MR.

THAT IT IS THE RIGHT THING FOR LAWMAKERS

SENATOR

AT

DOWN COST OF PRINTING

TO

EXPENSE
PANKEY

DO.

M'COY SPEAKS RIGHT
OUT IN MEETING ON SUBJECT

Open revolt against the leadership!
of H. B. Holt, who aspires to direct the
senate majority of the present le&i.'ih-turedeveloped this morning and resuited in Senator B. F. Pankey, of '
Santa Fe county, casting his vote t r
the first time in his legislative carec-i- r
New Mexico with the minority.
Senator W. M. McCoy, a progres- sive, but who has always stood manfully by all progressive measures regardless of old party lines, was compelled to address the presiding officer
deand he openly and emphatically
clared himself against the method
sought to be imposed by Mr. Holt and
the handful of standpatters who ap- pareirtly can not see the handwriting
on the wall.
Senator Barth, of Bernalillo county,
a democrat, voiced vehement oppose
tion to the old gang methods as exemplified by Mr. Holt while that
worthy, in his usual suave manner,
disclaimed any intent of giving the
minority "the worst of it" by saying
that he was acting in the Interests of
economy and on behalf of the tax pay- ers in order to keep down legislative
expenses.
The revolt came out of an effort on
the part of Mr. Holt to prevent a bill,
introduced by' Senator Evans, a progressive democrat, from being printed
although the senate rules specifically
state that all bills shall be read twica
and printed in both Spanish and English. Mr. Holt took the usual gang
the rules
methods of suspending
which he carried after some acrimon
ious debate by the astounding vote of
Mr. Crampton be13 ayes, 10 nayes.
ing absent.
In the course of that vote Senator
Pankey voted with the minority. Discussing the matter later, Senator Pan-kej

j

y

said:
"It is well known that

have

1

al-

by virtue of any of .'the1 laws of the
state of New Mexico either state, district', comity or city oflice who shall
wilfully misconduct himself in office
or who shall wilfully neglect to perform any duty enjoined upon such
officer by any of the laws of the slate
of New Mexico, and who shall in any
the
public place within or without
state be in a state of intoxication
produced by strong drink, voluntarily
taken or who shall commit any act
constituting the violation of any
penal, statute involving moral turpitude shall forfeit his office and shall
be ousted from oflice in the manner
hereinafter provided.
Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the
attorney general of the state of New
Mexico and of the district attorneys
or the several districts of the state
within their respective
jurisdiction
on notice being received by them in
writing that any officer herein mentioned has been guilty of any of the
acts, omissions or offenses as set out
in section 1 of this act to forthwith
investigate such complaint and if, on
such investigation, he shall find that
there is reasonable cause for such
complaint he shall forthwith institute
proceedings in the district court of
the proper county or the supreme
court of the state of New .Mexico to
oust such oflicer from his office.
to oust
Sec. 3. The proceedings
any state officer under the provisions
of this act shall be commenced by
the attorney general of the state of
New Mexico, provided, however, that
on the complaint, being made to the
governor of the state of New Mexico
that the attorney general of the state
of New Mexico has been guilty of
any or all of the acts set out in. section 1 of this act, it shall be the duty
of the governor forthwith to notify
the district attorney of one of the districts in the state of New Mexico
who shall proceed to Investigate such
charges as in the manner hereinafter
provided for the investigation of other officers and such district attorney
shall institute proper proceedings in
a court of competent jurisdiction to
oust such attorney general from of'

ways stood by my political principles;
I
have never wavered on matters of
legislation that I believed to be right,
but I fail to see any sense or justice
or politics or anything else in refusing the right of any member of this
state senate to have a bill printed.
We do not all view legislative mat fice.
ters alike, but the rules say we shall ' Sec. 4. Said proceedings in ouster
have our bills printed and
believe shall be tried In a summary manner
that when a member insists upon that by the court and shall have, preceright, he ought to have it. I do notl dence over criminal and civil actions
know anything about Mr. Evans' bill and shall be tried at the first term
nor whether I would vote for its pas- after the
filing of the complaint or
sage or even to report it from a com- petition herein named, provided, the
mittee were I called upon to consider answer hereinafter mentioned shall
it. I believe, however, that he is en- have been on file at least ten
days
titled to have it printed when he so before the day of trial. A continuI
am ance may "be granted'. either side for
requests and voted that way.
not subservient to any one when It
good cause shown hut no continucomes to such matters."
ance shall be granted by nn agreeThe entire episode is interesting ment of
parties.
chiefly from the fact that leaders like
An appeal shall lie from
Sec. 5.
Mr. Holt who have dominated legisthe decision of the district court to
lative matters in' the past, appear to
court of the state of
the
be losing their grasp upon the public! New supreme
Mexico on the part of either the
and upon such men as Senator Pan-ke- state or
'
the defendant, hut. such apalthough Mr. Pankey had been peal on the part of the defendant
closely identified with them in the' shall not operate to stay the judgpast, on party measures
ment of the court1 unless the defendThe vote to suspend the rules and ant shall wlthift''"five
days from the
the vote not to print the bill for the! rendition of such
judgment give a
time being stood:
supersedeas bond 'to be approved by
Ayes Abeytia,
Bowman, Burns, the court which appeal shall be takClark, Gallegos, Hartt, Holt, Ilfeld, en, in the same manner as now proLaughren, MIera, Navarro, Page and! vided for appeals in civil actions, proRomero.
vided, however, that such appeal must
Nays Alldredge,
Barth,
Doepp, be perfected and filed in the supreme
Kvans, Hinkle, Maury, McCoy, Pan-- i court within
thirty days from the
key, Sulzer and Walton.
rendition of the judgment of the disIt was the first bout which Mr. trict court.
Holt has had as floor leader and serv-- !
Sec. G. Upon filing of the complaint
ed to indicate what close application or
petition for the writ of ouster a
of the stand pat whip was likely to summons
shall be served upon the delead too.
fendant and a copy of the complaint
The bill which Senator Evans want- - or
petition filed against him. The
ed printed and which, under the nil- - answer
day shall be the same as is
ing of the Holt brigade, he may not! now
provided in civil suits under the
print, despite the senate rules, has code of civil procedure and the petifor its object, the laudable purpose tion
and answer shall constitute the
of permitting unfaithful public offi-- ;
allowed and all allecials to be removed from office. It only pleadings
gations in the answer shall be deemis not a measure for the recall but ed
controverted and any and all quesis designed to give relief, pending
to the sufficiency of the petitions
further provisions looking towards tion oras
shall be raised and
complaint
the same end.
j
the
determined
trial of the case
upon
The measure has some good fea-- '
tures and other features that nroh-- and if said petition is held insufficient in form the
same shall be
ably would not be endorsed
by the amended at once and such amendvoter.
The New Mexican ment shall not
Average
delay the trial of the
publishes the measure however,
in case.
the interests of fair play because it
Sec. 7. If the defendant shall be
believes that the people of New
found guilty, judgment of ouster shall
Mexico ought to be advised, as far as
be rendered again him.
possible, concerning proposed legisSec. 8. Upon petition being filed as
lation at this highly important sesin section 2 of this act prayprovided
sion. The bill is as follows:
ing for a writ of ouster against any
SENATE BILL NO. 59.
of the officers herein named and
(Introduced by Mr. Evans.)
whether such action is brought by
An Act providing for the removal the attorney
general or by the disof unfaithful public officers and pro- trict attorneys of the various disviding a procedure therefor.
tricts, the district court or the judge
Be it enacted by the legislature of thereof or in. case the action is
the State of New Mexico:
brought originally in the supreme
Section 1.
Every person holding court then the supreme court or any
hny office of trust or profit under and judge thereof may in application of
I
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(Continued

on page Ave).

MORE LIGHT
ON THOSE
OIL LETTERS

THE TURKS FEEL
HONOR AT

YIELDING

TESTS

AGAINST

WISHES

OF POWERS.

TO SIX CHILDREN

Hearst.

Mooney testified lie negotiated
for copies of only a few of the Arch-bolletters; that they were brought
to the American offices by a white
man whose name he did not know
and that he paid less than $."0u.
He testified that when he became
managing editor of the New York
American in 1!Mi, John Kddy, previously city editor, turned over to
him a number of photographic copies
of Standard Oil correspondence with
public men.
As to how those were obtained Air
Mooney could give no information.
I.uter, a man he could name, offered
him more letters and wanted Mooney
to buy them, assuring him lie had
Air.
"come by them
honestly."
some photographic
Mooney made
copies. "1 was later assured by counsel," said Mr. Alooney, "that it wou'd
have been entirely proper for me to
buy original letters containing matter of such a criminal character.
did not want them, however, and I did
not care to have them remain in my
possession or in t lie paper's
Mr.

PRO!

d

TO1

WON'T CEDE FORT
SAYS NEW MINISTER

i- -

Constantinople, Jan. 2;!. The Turkish cabinet resigned today in consequence of public demonstrations and
protests against its action in acceding to the wishes of the European
powers.
Alahnioud Shefket ruslia, formerly
was minister, has been appointed
grand vizier in place of Kiamil Pasha.
Talaat Hey has been appointed minister of the interior, a position he held
In a statein a previous cabinet.
ment after his appointment he said:
"The change in the cabinet means
that we are going to have the national
honor or perish in the attempt.
"We do not want a continuation of
the, war but we are. determined to
That ALABAMA LEADS
keep Adrianople at all costs.
of
condition
is an indispensable
IN GINNING
peace."
OF COTTON
LOOKS LIKE PEACE.
immediate
23.
The
London, Jan.
Washington, I). ('., Jan. 2:!, Cotton
consequences of the decision of the
Turkish Grand Council to conclude ginned lo Jannar y 1(1, amounted to
l;:.0itl.2tM
78,892
bales,
including
peace with the Balkan allies will be
between round bales and 7'0,7i;0 hales of sea
the sessation of hostilities
announced
Greece and Turkey and the surrender land, the census
of the Turkish fortresses of Adriano- this morning
Alabama
1,:!(I7.0I7
pie. Janina and Scutari.
At all three fortresses the Turkish Arkansas
57.30:1
Florida
garrisons will withdraw with the lien1,708,8 IS
Georgia
ors of war.
'
3119,39:1
Difficulties may arise, concerning Louisiana
'
...
32,949
the fate of Scutari, as no one knows Mississippi
873,400
to whom it is to he surrendered, North Carolina
Oklahoma
i)iif,127
whether to the Montenegrins to a
1.192.207
Albanian government or to South Carolina
252,890
the representatives of the powers. Tennessee
Texas
4.590,335
King Nicholas, of Montenegro, insists
83,815
he must enter Scutari at the head of Other states
The ginnings of i' a island cotton by
his troops. Otherwise he says the
states was:
reign of his family in Montenegro Is
21,917
doomed as he, contrary to the advice Florida
41,n:!0
oi his generals refused to try to take Georgia
7,::i;:
Scutari by storm at the beginning of South Carolina
the war in order to evade the certain
heavy losses which "?ls small army STEEL DECLINE
would have suffered. He preferred
IS DEPRESSING
the temporizing policy of laying siege
to the fortress, and should Scutari
for this reason he lost to the MonteNew Vork, Jan.
2;!.
Revelations
negrins, he alone would be considered growing out of the dissolution pro-- I
responsible.
erodings against. U. S. Steel, especial-CAUSES ALARM.
!y Ihe admission of a former president
here of the corporation concerning an inLondon, Jan. 23. Diplomats
declare that they expect to hear that ternational rail pool, were responsible
armed action engineered by the com- for heavy pressure against Steel
mittee of young Turks preceded the scares today. The decline of steel
fall of the Turkish cabinet. The ab- exerted a depressing influence on the
sence of details as to the sudden ge neral market and offset the good
change in the situation in Constanti- jeflects which was expected from
of the virtual settlement
apprehennople has created grave
sions.
of the Balkan war.
23.
St. Petersburg, .Ian.
London sent over only h slightly
and Russia are in full accord higher range for Americans and the
en the subject of the future boundar- whole market failed to hold the pace
ies of Albania, according lo an author-aliv- e S( t at the close yesterday.
This
announcement here today. The
encouraged bears to put out
main reason for the military tention short lines on a larger scale.
displayed licU'e has thus been removSteel, Heading. Vnion Pacific, Amed. No steps, however, have yet been algamated and Canadian Pacific were
taken to reduce ihe army to its nor- all depressed, materially. Ponds were
mal footing, as Russia intends to easier.
await (lie initiative of Austria-HuTraders stood about idly 011 the
gnry.
lloor, the completion of the early sellThe better feeling was indicated by ing orders depriving the acttve specjunipii ranging from four to fifteen ulators of their usual index to the atpoints in the general list on the titude of large operators. Prices
Bourse.
were Inclined to harden with the buying coming principally from the short
1

poses-sion.-

:

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

'
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Austria-Kungar-

hesi-tunc- y

BLANCO COMES
BACK TO LIFE
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 23.- The resurrection of General Jose Blanco, offreported killed, was manifested here today when the federal commander, foot sore and downcast presented himself at the local Mexican
consulate. After bt'iiig kidnaped by
rebels near .Madera two weeks ago,
lilunco was forced to march with the
rtbels norlli to the border, lie was
released at Guadalupe, opposite
Texas, u border town recently
occupied by rebel forces.
Kl Paso, Texas, Jan. 23. With rebel
forces
practically
surrounding
Juarez and holding border towns to
the east and west, it wa3 announced
here today that strong federal reinforcements are hastening to the relief of the border town. General Anof the
tonio Kabajo, commander
northern military zone, is said to he
inarching north with 1,000 cavalry,
while a battalion of 500 infantry is
proceeding behind work trains on the
.Mexican Central railway, cut by rebels eighty miles below Juarez.
rebels
A group of 400
appeared
early today thirty miles below Juarez
on the Mexico Northwestern railway,
This Is in addition
also destroyed.
to the main group moving north along
the Central line. Cooperation of the
two bodies is expected to develop by
Juartomorrow in some movement.
ez is defended by some 300 federal
troops, and meager artillery defense.
The rebels are said to number
more than 1,000. Inez Salazar appears to be in command, the location
of Pascual Orozco remaining in
doubt.
icially

FILED; FORTUNE GOES

Charles'.
I). C., Jan. 23.
of the .Memphis Coin
mercial Appeal" and formerly managing editor of the New York American, told the senate campaign fund'
investigating committee today about;
securing copies of some of the Standard Oil letters published by William!
R.

STAAB'S WILL IS

MR

Washington,

FOR THIS REASON CABINET RESIGNED
TODAY FOLLOWING PUBLIC

j

P. J. Alooney,

STAK

f1

OF MINORITY

NO. 295

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, WIS.

VOL 49

'

interest.

Selling orders
by the time
2
and
Steel had been lowered
Beading and Cnlou Pacific 2 points,
Trading then became dull w ith an
average recovery of half a point,
Active
The market closed firm.
buying of the general list was re-- '
aimed, coincident with another up-- ;
v aid spur.
:n American
Canning,
which lifted it to 33, and the preferred
,0 120.
Uecoveri.-from the l.iw level reach-led- ,
St.
a point or more elsewhere.
on the rally, but
'pfiul touched 114
on the
il roke on one sale to 113
decision of ihe directors to issue
$14,0-1more convertible
per
Cf nt bonds.
The bonds went down io 1i'4
New

York, Jan.

2:!.

!;.pna'ed to be exhausted

j
'

8
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ARTHUR STAAB IS GIVEN
OF

HERE

CHARITY

ALBUQUQERQUE

$5,000

AND HIS WIFE $15,000,

RECEIVE

$500

DOES NOT DISCLOSE

DOCUMENT

SIZE OF PIONEER'S ESTATE
The seventh paragraph of the will
The last will of A. Staab, million-- ;
aire pioneer of the southwest and for declares that all the rest of Air.
many decades a prominent resident Staah's property is to be divided
of Sanla Ke, was filed this morning equally among six children, Anna, De-- I
in the office of the county clerk,
lia, Bertha, Paul, Julius and Edward.
As was supposed six of the seven The estate of Paul Staab who lives in
children of Air. Staab inherit the bull; Santa Fe and who has not been in
of his property, Arthur Staab. how-- j good health for some time, is to he
held in trust, the trustees
being
ever, is mentioned as is his wife.
j

The

Delia (Airs. Louis Haer of Boston),

does not disclose

will itself

the estate of the cle- Bertha (Airs. .Max Nordliaus of Uis
ceased and even Air. Staah's heirs, Vegas) and Julius Staab of Albuquerit. is said, do not
know ut. this time que.
It
The sum of $15,000 is left in trust
how large lie fortune will be.
'has been estimated that Air. Staab for Airs. Julia Staab, wife of Arthur
the amount

of

-I

in
Oklahoma
Staab, and, residing
City. Airs. Alax Nordliaus is named

left over a million dollars, however,
October
28,
The will was dated
19i8, and was witnessed by Hon. Na-- j
than Jaffa, formerly secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, and by III- ram H. Cartwright, the well known
merchant of this city.
ITS PROVISIONS,
the usual
provisions
Following
about payment of funeral expenses,
etc., the following .legacies are given:
To the Sisters' of Charity in Santa
Fe, the sum of $500.
To the Congregation Albert at Albuquerque, $5i.lo.
,
SoTo Air.' Staah's
phia Giisdorf, In Germany, the sum
of $9,000 in trust, to allow her an hi;
come for life.
$5,000 TO ARTHUR STAAB.
Then Arlhur Staab is mentioned,
and the legacy left him is $5,000. It
is said, however, that lie has had cer-tain advances during the life of Air.
Staab.

las trustee.

THE EXECUTORS.
The executors of the will are Julius
Louis
and Edward
Staab,
Ilfeld,
No
Louis Baer, and Alax Nordliaus.
bond is required of them. Two of
these executors, Mr. Haer of Boston,
and Kdward Staab of New York, are
not likely to qualify because they live
so far away, it was stated by a niem-- i
her of the family today.
The will provides t hat the estate
may be converted into cash in order
that it may be readily divided,
Just what disposition is to be made
of Air. Staah's fine residence and
grounds here is not. known.
When questioned by a reporter of
the New Mexican concerning the size
of his father's fortune, one of Mr.
Staab's children replied that he did
not know nor did lie In lieve any one
of the family knew at this time.

sister-in-law-

1

INTERNATIONAL ARMOR
PLATE POOL DISCLOSED
The

United

The witness said the Carnegie Steel
company was represented in the
lehem Steel company participated for "pig iron committee" comprising the
four years In an international pool in principal manufacturers.
armor plate which divided up the
"Aly iecclle.;tions. however," he adbusiness of "neutral markets".
ded, "is that nothing practical was
William E. Corey, former president rccomplished by these meetings."
The famous "Gary
of the steel corporation, so testified
dinners," at
at the hearings in the government's which, the government alleges, price
were reached
by
suits to dissolve them under the understandings
t
law. It was first Steel manufacturers, were taken up.
Sherman
direct testimony which the govern- 'The witness testified that
ment has been able to obtain as to tees were appointed at the first din-different
the
ner,
the existence of such a pool.
representing
Mr. Corey who resigned as head branches of the industry.
"Was it the purpose in the creation
of the steel corporation in 1910, was
unable to recall today that the armor of these subcommittees to reach an
plate poo! had existed until his mem- understanding as to steel prices and
0!
0 bring about the maintenance
ory had been refreshed by the reading of minutes of the Carnegie Steel them?"
"Yes."
company, quoting him as advising
E.
New York, Jan. 23. William
against joining with the "armor combination'' in the erection of an armor Corey, former president of the Unitplate plant in Japan. This was in ed State steel corporation, resumed
1902, shortly after the organization of his testimony today at the hearing in
the steel corporation.
the government's suit to dissolve the
The witness then testified that a corporation.
He was questioned
combination of armor plate manufac- briefly concerning James A. Farrell,
turers in England, France and Ger- now president of the corporation, who
many and the United States had ex- Air. Corey said yesterday, conducted
isted as late as "1904 or 1905."
the negotiations for the formation of
The Carnegie Steel company and the international steel rail pool.
the Bethlehem Steel company, were
Jacob Al. Dickinson, counsel for the
the American members of the combi- government, then took up the ques-nation, he said.
tion of the difference between the do-- I
"What was the agreement of those mestic and export prices of steel
in the pool?" asked Judge Jacob M. rails.
"Was the mill price of domestic
Dickinson, attorney for the government.
rails, subsequent to the formation of
"I was not familiar with the de- the steel corporation, greater or less.
he was
tails," said Mr. Corey, adding that than the export price?"
Colonel Millard Hunsicker, represenwant to be accurate," replied
tative of the Carnegie company
Mr. Corey. "The mill price on for-conducted
the
abroad,
negotiations.
The witness testified that during eign business netted the producer
the less than on domestic business."
the existence of the agreement,
"Then the domestic price was high-- '
American members had not, to his
er?"
to
compete
knowledge,
attempted
Air. Corey conceded that such was
for armor plate either in England,
in
effect the case.
France or Germany.
The government attorney took up
"Did the foreign firms bid for Unit
ed States government contracts?" he the competitive position of the Ten
in
nessee Coal and Iron company
was asked. , .
,
ab"I believe thai It ' is provided by the steel .rail trade previous to its
law that thr United States govern- sorption in 1907. Mr. Corey said
ment contracts in armor plate shall that the Tennessee Coal and Iron
be given only to American manufac- company was manufacturing open
j hearth
steel rails, then practically a
turers," was the reply.
New York, Jan. 23. At the after-i- new product.
cn session Judge Dickinson sought - Judge Dickinson read from minutes
to learn whether the steel corpora- of the Carnefjle Steel company let-- !
tion had ever
with tht ters written by Corey in which he
Bessemer Pig Iron association toward 'said: "That competition in rails was
the maintenance of prices of pig iron. increasing," and that the Carnegie
the
Corey said that he had on one occas- company "would be up against
in 1907;"
ion given orders to close down blast open hearth proposition
furnaces of the Carnegie Steel com- that the Harriman lines had given
company with the maintenance of prices orders to the Bethlehem Steel
pany for open hearth rails and that
in view.
"t told J. T. Butler of the Bessemer "we will have to manufacture them."
Mr. Corey smilingly confirmed the
Pig iron association that the steel
attor-- j
corporation proposed to close down statements, over the protests of
a number of blast furnaces and that neys for the corporation,
The witness also confirmed testi-- j
it would be well for them to do the
mony that the Harriman lines had
same," said Mr. Corey.
"Did they do the same?"
(Continued on page four)..$
"They did."
New York, Jan.

23.

States steel corporation and the

Beth-

anti-trus-

j

I

j
'

ask-kd-

j

IN STAMPS

n j

('., Jan. 23. F.nor-- I
Washington,
mous frauds against the government
through the illegal trafficking in stolen postage stamps have been disco
D.

i

ered by postoffice inspectors,
Reports received today by Post- master General Hitchcock show that
the frauds have been conducted on so
tremendous a scale that they involve
at least $2,000,000 annually.
Indications already have been re,
turned against stamp brokers in
cities.
and
other
Chicago
large
Confessions received by the Inspectors from some of the men they have
investigated are said to indicate that
the ramifications of the frauds extend
throughout the country.
New-York-

SISTERS

AND CONGREGATION ALBERT IN

THE SAME SUM.

'

ENORMOUS SUM
IS STOLEN

HOWEVER

j

j
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The Little Store

"rv

about

February ist Winter Grocery Co. expect to move their stock into the
building now occupied by W. N.
Towsend.

tli--

ShvA

Mexico

have

of

Iu
M

twenty-liv-

e

The bill in question la as follows:
necuon i. i n;u bpcuou .i i vuaj- Laws of 1907 is
j ter 3G of (ho Session
hereby amended so as to read ns toilows:
Every person convicted of muij.;r
in the first degree shall suffer death or
imprisonment in the state penitentiary for life, at the discretion of the
jury trying the same, or, upon n pita
of guilty the court shall determine
the same; every pen on- convicted of
murder in the second dPgree shrll b'i
punished by imprisonment in the (siat?
penitentiary for any period of time
not less than three years: every person convicted of manslaughter sha'!
oe PuniRneo uy imprisonment m in
s,ate Penitentiary for a period of time
not less than one year nor more th:u
ten years.
Sec. 2. AH acts and parts of .vis
in conflict with the provisions of this
act are hereby repealed,
Sec. 3. That It is necessary for :h'
preservation of the public peace irid
safety of the inhabitants of the state
of New Mexico, that the provision of
tni aot shaI1 become effective at
earliest possible time, and therel'j;- -'
an emergency is hereby declared to

Uiat tha killings
Boon running

per cent higher than

mhf.r Rlatu in the union in pro-- ;
portion to population, the new pistol
'toting measure introduced in the sen-- !yesterday by Mr. Barth, of Hernalillo county, is of more than ord
acoora-nary interest. The measure,
ins to .Mr. Hurth, was suggested by
District Judge Me.rritt .C. Mechem, i.K
Socorro, who especially asked Mr.Harth not to put anything in the measme that could repeal the old law but
rather to add to the former law by
making it a crime to carry any kind
of a weapon concealed.
Under this act no weapon could he
aettlenient excent bv of-,.,.H i
fleers of the law in the. actual dis
charge of their duties. On the open
ranee where it still is more or less
stylish to pack a gun, the smoking
ornament may be worn in a holster at-tached to a belt in plain view. In that
manner, the man with a gun is easily
known and when he rides into a set
tlement, he can corral the artillery
until be is ready to leave the settle- -

Munv

!te

I

WINTER GROCERY CO.
Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALU CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
Southern

:

'

1

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

aain '

.,

.

,llu,lOU,,;a1,

saws flffion

j

the-me-

u..!ellsti

th8

OUR AXES, HATCHETS, SAWS AND CUTLERY WILL SAV; YOUR
TEMPER, BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL TEMPERED AND WILL HOLD

For Every Baking

THEIR SHARPNESS.

CALUMET

ef ct
entangled Willi some or me varaiua mid be in full force and effect fiom
BAKING POWDER
known
Mexico
New
in
extant
formulas
and after its passage and npprtv.i:
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
by the common or garden variety of
names, as booze he is not quite so
Best because it's the
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages likely to begin shooting at his near-- ; PLAYING WITH
ALFALFA SEED.
est friends just for the fun of it as has
purest. Best because
MATCHES. CHILD
Fe
been the case so frequently in the
house in
The only exclusive
it never fails. Best
BADLY BURNED
past year. The Barth measure pro- because it makes every '
vides a fine of from $50. to $100 and
from two to six months in jail for each
Jan. 1';!. Playing
Detroit, .Mich.,
baking light, fluffy and
Phone Black offense. The measure is as follows: with
Phone Black
matches at bis parents' home,
Best
evenly
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for, 207 East Montcalm
45
street, Jacob Roth
any person, except a peace officer, in burg, 7 years old, was severely burnbecause it is moderactual service and in the discharge of ed about the chest before his
parents
ate in cost highest in
his duty, to have or carry concealed could extinguish the flames that were
or
on or about his person, any pistol
fast consuming his clothing.
quality.
other (ire arm, or any dirk, dagger,
The little boy was conveyed
in
At your grocers.
slung shot, sword cane, spear, brass the auto patrol to the Children's
Free
knuckles, or other knckles of metal,
and
the
there
hospital
say
bowie knife, or any kind of knife ex- - his condition is physicians
serious.
cept a pocket knife not manufactured
RECEIVED
auu
6 T ""; M,alt:"
and used for the purpose of offense
HIGHEST
was
he
,hei"
(as playi"e
and defense, or any other deadly
AWARDS
weapon
when one set his clothing on fire.
World's Pure Food Expo
Sec. ;
Any person violating any of ;Hi8 scmim8 attracted members of the
ition, Chicago, 111.
the provisions of the preceding sec family and when
ParU Exposition, France.
they ran into the
a
and
tion shall be guilty of
felony,
room the child's clothing was a mass
March, 1912.
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
upon conviction thereof shall be pun ot flames. Heavv coats and blankets
ished by imprisonment in the state v ere thrown around tbe child .mrl
penitentiary for a period of not less tii0 flames extinguished, but not be
than one year.
fore he was badly burned.
You Jon - save money when you buy
A physician was called
Sec. 8. Any person who shall here- and noti
Double
J.
0
One
Phone
n
cheap or
baking powder. Don't
after carry a deadly weapon on or fied the police, and an auto patrol
be misled. Buy Calumet.
It's more
about the settlements of this state, took the child to tbe hospital.
economical more wholesome
gioes
except it be in his or her residence,
best results. Calumet is far superior to
v
or on his or her landed estate, and in
17
CM
I I1CK OlTJIL
the lawful defense of his or her per-suur milk and soda.
son, family or property, the same be-- !
AND
SUED
ing then and there threatened with
THE RELIABLE
MR. ROCKEFELLE RETURNS
danger, or except such carrying be
St. Louis, Jan. 23. Whether a womTO JEKLY ISLAND.
done by legal authority, upon convic-- j an's smile in a
is evidence
tion thereof, shall be punished by a that she was inphotograph
Fernandina, Fla., Jan. 23. William
ernnd hnmnr wbpn it
ifaielf not less titan fifty dollars, nor was 'taken, or is merely a stereotvped Ro efeller, who went to Nassau sev-- ;
c- - Kmore wan tnree Hundred dollars, or
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
response to the direction "Loofc G-era! weeks ag0, today boarded
to
to
return
here
by imprisonment for not less than uieasaut." will he
Billings'
yacht
n
in
Isue
ui
Island. where the oil magnate-osixty days, nor more than six months, for
damages which Mrs Mar-ickOF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
both by such fine and imprison
has brought 1,as nis winter home. The Uockefel-- j
guerite Xott Busch
ment, in the discretion of the court or Lgainst a photographer
iler Pai'ty arrived in a special car from
jury trying the same.
xile piujntiff alleges that she was Palm Beach and boarded the yacht, j
You Can
House
Sec. 4. All acts and parts of acts insulted by one of the
photographer s vhich set sail immediately,
in conflict with the provisions of this employees while
for a picture
JUDGE SHIELDS IS SENATOR.
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
sitting
act are hereby repealed
Ms studio on December 30.
Ten-jii
Nashville, Tenn, Jan. 23,-- The
Another measure, out of the ordiThe photographer replies that while llessee
elected Chief!
legislature
today
Percolators , Grille,
nary by Mr Barth and which was also! his assistant may have touched her Justicc John K.
Phone 223
Shields, of the state!
suggested by Judge Mechem, is a cheeks with his fingers or her arms
Irons, Etc.
court Uuited states senatol.
measure giv.ng juries the Power in w ith his hands it was merely to direct 8llpreme
fol. the term beginning March 4. Jus-cases of conviction for murder in the her into the proper pose of head and
tice ShieldB is a regiar" democrat.'
to
first degree,
say whether the pun- body. He says the picture shows
ishment shall he death or life impris-- that she was in good humor, and de- Z.IZ, ,Z
.
7 T
LJn .
onment.
clares this destroys her statement iu v w n c m uiyi- - LI x
I.AXAT1VK
BHOMO
Take
Quinine
was
that
she
offended.
"It has been found beyond any
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
question of doubt," said Mr. Barth,
Don't miss the show at the Elks. it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig"that juries have turned men loose
nature is on each box. 25c.
rather than send them to the gallows It's always good.
on circumstantial evidence, although
ii umriuututruiruvrLRRn nruTJnn
HOW'S THIS?
there was no reasonable doubt but
IA
5.
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Dollars Rewhat they were absolutely
guilty. We Offer One Hundred
ward for any Case of Catarrh That
NEW
MEXICO
Had
via
in
the
cases
those
Juries
been
to
Pacific
the
and
Mexico
Coast,
zona,
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
allowed to return a verdict of guilty
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Cure.
and fix the penalty at life imprison-- ;
ment instead of death, they undoubt-- : . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
This has
edly would have convicted.
ID YOU
J. CUeney . for the last 15 years, andi
.1 T. DU
IH
unci, umi iiiciiiucia
the
hon?ra,Me
have
f"
judiciary,
lot
suggested that
financially
a law be enacted giving Juries that at,Ia frt .oi.M.r nut
.
privilege. It is the consensus of opin- nv jjjg flrn
ion among mose witu wnom I nave NATIONAL BANK OF
COMMERCE,
talked, that such a law will result in
Toledo, O.
more
convictions of dangerous
many
Han s catarrb Cure is taken inter--'
men in .ew Mexico, lno average nally,
acting directly upon the blood
ARTICLE ON
juror does not like to send a man to, and mucous surfaces of the system,
litis death unless the evidence is abso- Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents
whereas he would frequently vote per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
for life imprisonment on well founded
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-- ! Jin the New Mexican of Jan. 13? c
circumstantial evidence."
pation.
For Rates and Full Information" Address

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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OUR PRICES TOO ARE TEMPERATE, BECAUSE WE KNOW
YOU A SQUARE DEAL WILL PAY US.

WHEN

FOR HARDWARE COME TO US.

HUNTING

HARDWARE

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

j

Hardware We Have

If Its

14- -

Santa

grain

T

GIVING

COMPANY.
Phone 14.

It.

j

LEO HERSCH

4S
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Wood
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SAWED WOOD

IpLlGETl
I

'ore

,

DAWSON COAL

big-ca-
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1
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DAYS OF MODERN METH

ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoand why all this light? To

ern
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

jjjl

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON.

THESE

N

POWER

IS

V. SPARKS, ELECTRICIAN,

-

i

jou

N

1

i

Wired While

Have Your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Estimates and full inforday aad n!ght
mation cheeerfully given.

1

J.

j

,

-

T

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
rilUill

j

lC

P

.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

EUGENE FOX,

NEW MEXICO

F

j

S

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

U

N

c Vor particulars

and illustrated cata

COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N,

Supt.

Rev. Geo. Peters

fin .af
V
11

War Department.

ogae. address,

Sunday
Services

1

S.

Located in tlie beautiful Pecos
Valley 3.T00 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open uir
work throuKhout tbu entire session. Conditions tor physical
und mental development are
IDEAL -- such as cannot be found
elsewheie in America.
Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten b.iiluintrs,
modern in every respect,
fitments
K. A. CAHOO.V. President.
t
J. K RHEA.
.1. V. WKITIi. Treasurer.
JOHN W. I'OE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAV.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

1

VvfOOQ

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
I

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

IWestfieldBoardof Health?

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

"BYSTANDER'S"

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

WE HAVE THE

$0.

MILITARY

READ THE

PURE FOOD"'

- j

P. AQENT.IZ- - "
EL PASO, TEXAS.

ROSWELL,

J

.1

lte

Q

D

1? !!Ctly

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

ofUrmia,Persia,
will address the
Methodist con-

gregation on
Sunday

morni-

ng, and will

him "W?Hfi:.yf
t '''Jill7'.4.

fill

the Presbyterian pulpit Sunday evening.
He will lecture on
the religion and customs of the MohamHe will
medans.
appear in his native
costume, which was
made in ancient

,NEW MEXICAN PBINTING
.Local Agents for

"Pure Food Book"
on file in our office for

the

I
Y

inspection of our customers,
in order that they may see
whether they are buying
PURE GOODS or not. Our
goods are all

" PURE

FOOD

i

M

f

GOODS

pMS44?

EELjjjI
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Desk Unit with few ot

pokUcits asdesired.

T.

RnffHYTFl

desk and bookcse ever made,
Roomy, convenient, attrac- -

81111?

teMlffllLill

1

rfijTJZtl
.f,JigivS!ri'

We wast to show yon
advant.'.gci and possi- bilities. Cifl, write or phoot

ttvc
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Ask to fee the book and
KNOW wnat you are

buying

and Desk combined.
many

l
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"Elastic" Bookcase
A
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YOU tried our Bread?
It's certainly great!

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
S.
Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Department of the Interior, U.
Janu-larX.
31.,
iLanrt Office at Santa Fe,
Albino Baca, of Galisteo, N. M.; Xea-to- r
14th, 1913.
Gallegos, of Santa Fe, N.
M.
Xotice is hereby given that Juan Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N.
'

y

VL-

CA1TDIES
Modern Grocery Co.

duvrtnruviAJXiuuvtnjvuviruiJini

iConzales,

MAXUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

of Galisteo, X. M., who, on

'January 14th, 190S, made Homestead
XE
Entry No. 03420, for X
Sec
SV 4 XE
XW
NE
Us.n a Tmrnshin 10 V TLinpe 12 E..
N. M. P. Meridian, lias filed notice
of intention to make Five Year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 21st day of February,
2

4

It will not pay you to warte your
time nrritine out your legal forma
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing cont

papy.
New

Mexican

bring returns.

want ads. alway
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FAMOUS OLD FORT SELDEN
HEALTH SEEKERS' MECCA

from Missouri dear
they marched
down through .New Mexico iiml on
down through Old Mexico, conquering
everv one uelorc mem, tne mom ..... T
markiiljlc unit longest military march
recorded in history, even longer than
that of Alexander the Great from S
0WP, , to ll(lia. Immediately below '
i(i forj il0roKS
,,,.),.,. is
tl)(l rlvor wh,;r(, yictorio and his band
0f Apaches crossed in 1K79 when they
f,.t)111 yall (;al-in( ,s(.ap(!(
reservation,
Al.j
an(j wl,Ilt (o tjm Mescalero
reservation in eastern New Mexico, T
to begin the most unrelenting warfare
in the southwest during which they 4,
killed over live hundred Americans
s many more Mexicans
,lmt ,,,,.,,-ia year a hall". A few miles be
wj,n
,mv js
,.,tii,.i,.id 0n the western
hhll, of n,,, ,iVer opposite Us Cruces
smiKuinary battle was fought

NATIONAL
Western Stock Show

About fifteen miles north of Las the heart of New .Mexico where the
Cnte.es, X. M., and about sixty miles gonial rays of the sun through a clear
north of El Paso, Texas, over the eky pour down nearly every day of the,
Santa F railroad, at the head of the! year; where dry tonic ozone and
Mesiila valley where the Rio Grande luhrions climate is a cure for tuberleaves the pass from the upper basin miosis and brings hack the vigor of
Denver & Rio Grande
published
Tho consensus of opinion
ol the north, called the Jornado del youth.
in
shown
from
Mexico
below
Stations
and
societies
old
Fort
a
medical
is
famed
Selden,
leading
physi
Muerto,
historic military post of the United clans of the world, including the Med
to
Denver
and
for
States army, and not more than three- - leal Congress of France, The Ameri
above occasion :
fourths ot a mile from this old lort. can Heaim Kesort association, ur.
the east bank of the liio Grande, George llawley, of the Kansas Med
iUie the hot mineral springs bursting cal (..oilege; buigeon i.eneiai u . a.
FROM
FARE
FARE
FROM
.forth from the foot of the volcanic, Hammond, of the ("nited States army
Ibutte affording a bountiful supply 01 Dr. O. D. Walker, of the Keokuk;
Aztec
$21.35 Lumbertoii . . $15.00
the thermal waters of remarkable .Medical College; Dr. iatehell, of the iK.(Weon til(, inion !UUi Confederate1!
When a woman suffering from some form of feminine therapeutic and medicinal qualities Medical Era; Dr. '. II. Atkins, 'lie forces, during tlie Civil war.
14.25 Monero . . .
Chaina . . .
15.20
.
,.
,
disorder is told that an operation is necessary, it of course known locally for years, especially to climatologist, and Dr. K. W. Sehauiler.
01 Kansas ( ily. n id all of the medical
both
Pueblo
and
:.he
Apaches,
Indians,
reeb.mation
service
frightens her.
15.85 Santa Fe
to the officers and soldiers sta-- I UlJlUUf UIUS VI K4l I'U&U, Iti UII1HIM UlltlH has
Embudo . . .
18.70
.
.
completed a cement diversion dam
The very thought of the hospital operating tabic and the and
tioned there in the early days. The imous in the fact that the climate of across the. liio Grande at a cost
of;
surgeon's knife strikes terror to her heart, and no wonder. water boils out of the ground at a Xew Mexico, especially in the Rio: $300,0110 which constitutes one of the
17.15 Servilletta . .
(4.00
Espanola . .
It is quite true that some of these troubles may reach a stage temperature of from 1S" to 212 de-- ' Grande valley is unrivaled for health units of the Elephant Untie reclania- it
lias
the
received
in the world; and
of
the
for
thousands
grees
boiling
Farenheit,
point
but
is
to
Hon
be
one of the greatest
the only resource,
where an operation
project,
22.05 Tres
13.40
.
.
hot water, as determined by the gov-- i sobriquet of the "Land of Sunshine."! dams in the world, and during the still
Farmingtoii
women have avoided the necessity of an operation by taking
is
in
the
intermediate
Selden
Kort
on
the
eminent
engineers.
Nearby
of
roar
the
over
water
nights
passing
This fact is same ground is a cold water well.
being a little less than 1000 the" dam is
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
plainly audible at the hot
in this respect
attested by the grateful letters they write to us after their This water has an analysis almost feet above sea tolevel,
of
a soothing lullaby
18, 19, 20
springs,
furnishing
22, 1913
the elevation of Las
identical with that of the famous Pluto being superior
for
invalids
future
and
visitors,
health has been restored.
waters of French Uek Springs. Indi-- Vegas, and the government sanatar-iuni1913.
31,
Realizing the manifold advantages
of Fort Stanton and Fort Eay- ana.
These Two Women Prove Our Claim.
i
ot fori heiuen
vu- - rovin
""
natural
attractions
ihn
niimntna
o,.i
a
of
fur
work
own
all my
family
Kort Selden was established as a
Cary, Maine. "I feel it a duty I
4
Springs for a great resort .;
unriv-four. I shall always feel that I owe
owe to all suffering women to tell
military post in the year 1800 and oe- of Las Cruces and El Paso are
orrnediciue.''
to
a
been
health
has
bl,a'
..
company
...
...
E.
good
your
in alul,
just
Pinkham's Vegetable
my
what Lydia
cupied by the military forces of the aled by those of any other cities
Mrs. I.'AYWAltD Soweks. Cary, Me.
eani.eu unuer tne laws ot iew l
Compound did for rae. One year ago
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
CAPIFTIFC
government for 21 years thereafter, the west for eenialness and salubrity, lt0'
I found myself a terrible sufferer.
Ol
Hie leading lllell 01 I IHI I
I IbW
WWVIb
when following the policy of abandon-- ! fliov firo nvcpllxil hv tleit nf Purl lhma Composed
Charlotte, N. C! "I was in bad
I had pains in both sides and such a
Al,a county, New Mexico,
and
- Department of the Interior,
health for two years, with pains in
soreness 1 could scarcely staighten
ing many western military posts it Selden; for at this point the temperain olwrs, under the corporate name and
ture averages 20 degrees
lower
both sides and was very nervous. If
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, X. M,
MASONIC.
was
abandoned.
its
up at times. My back ached, I had
During
military
1 even lifted a chair it would
cause
no appetite and was so nervous I
Jan. 10, l!i;i.
higher in nrw.ntof "The Fort CSelden Hot Springs
Montezuma
Lodge
to INN", the officers! summer and 20 degrees
occupation
prior
J
ieh
I
wh
a
V.,l!
had
a
growth
could not sleep, then I would be so
hemorrhage.
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ulan 111 lm)s! cities,-onis
Notice
1
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a
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the
that
bath
post
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and
hereby
tumor
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a
said
doctor
the
I
could
tired mornings that
scarcely
'
communi-- ! C08 GonzaleB,
environments in the pass
,a,t)f'n fvc,th
M
of Kennedy, N.
never would get well unless I had tnt the springs, and the annals of the
get around. It seemed almost im"
""u
u'
cation first Monday ,vho, on jIarcfi 7, 11)07, made Home- "'""'s"
an operation. A friend advised me
army show many remarkable cures which are above tne cooler air strai-- around
possible to move or do a bit of work
them
erect
and
will
a
r thB vallfi-v- large
of each month at st,la,
to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetaand I thought I never would be. any
were effected of
Kutry 04005i Na los36i for XK
kidney "m
hotel and bath houses adequate to ac- ble Compound, and I gladly say that land other chronic rheumatism,
HaU
at 1.4 secUon
Masonic
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Sl'ld' ,to "le summit of
Masonic Hall at litl0 Valencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
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n and span the
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Compouud has been the standard remedy
II. P.
MANUEL it. OTERO,
the title to the springs and the land among wealthy tourists.
'
male ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
'
lam for the visitors.
around them, but to retain them the! Immediately across the Rio Grande
does justice to herself if she does not try this faThc
new
of
roots
tho
and
mous medicine made from
personnel
herbs, it
same as had been done in the case of from Fort Selden, the Cerro Robler-- !
company
has restored so many suffering womentohealth.
strong one. consisting of the
the famous Hot Springs of Arkansas roises above the valley ;:000 feet. or iH
Subscribe for the Santa Fe-- New
Santa Fe Commandery
,
H. I).
MEDICINE CO.
Bowman, who is!
and in other localities.
Write to LYDIA E.PIXKHAM
But his sug- - an elevation of 70im feet, above Bea li"enide-ntNo. 1, K. T. Regular Mexican, the paper that boosts all
DENTIAL1 LYNN. MASS.. for advice.
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cents and brings wonderful results
coverings
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V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Without good red blood a man has a weak heart and poor nerves. Thinness of
bile tourists, inaugurated from the
This machine does something that only the brain,
Tlephone 157 W.
the blood, or anaemia, is common in young folks as well as old. Especially is it
Jan.
1913.
10,
to
east
the
southern
who
California,
are shut
along
the case with those who work in illy ventilated factories or those
directing the hand, has hitherto been able to do that is,
Notice is hereby given that Fer- up indoors In winter time with a coal stove bumin up the oxygen or emitting
line of the United States, a route that
carbonic (oxide) gas. This blood, or blood which lacks the red blood corpuscles,
write and add (or subtract) on the same page.
nando Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M.,
in anaemic people may have been caused by lack of good fresh air breathed into
during the San Francisco and San
who, on Dec. 28, 1305, made Home-,lungs, or by poor digeslion or dyspepsia. Sometimes people su'fer intense
But this is not all. It does such work more easily,
Diego expositions of 1915 will be travpain over the heart which is not heart disease at ail, but caused by indigestion.
stead Entry No. 07110, for NV
au-- I
hundreds
eled
of
Vhat?ver the cause, there's just one remedy that you can turn to knowing
thousands
of
by
more rapidly, and more accurately than the human brain
Section 22, Township 14 N., Hange
that it has given satisfaction for over 40 years.
tomobilists, touches the Mesiila val-- j
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-- !
has ever performed similar labor.
Dfi PIERCE'S
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miles south
Cruces, only
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For Repairing of All Kinds
tice of intention to make five year
of Fort Selden, Or half an hour's ride,
Thus the machine is human in what it does and super
In Metal and Wood
to
to
establish
claim
proof,
land
the
will enable many of the tourists to
human in the way it does it.
above
before
described,
Register
stop and rest a few days and avail
starts
blood
cleansei and alterative that
Is a
the liver and stomach into vigorous
GINS, BICYCLE,.
and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
action. It thus assists the body to manufacture rich red blood which feeds the
themselves of the privileges and ben- Illustrated booklet sent on request
heart nerves brain and organs of the body. The organs work smoothly like
N. M., on Feb. 13, 1913.
Santa
Fe,
efits and pleasures of this coming re-- j
machinery running in oil. You feel clean, strong and strenuous instead oi tired,
LOCK, KEY and
Claimant names as witnesses:
weak and faint Nowadays you can obtain Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dissort.
Company
covery Tablets, as well as the liquid form from all medicine dealers, or tablets
Encarnacion
Antonio
j
Gonzales,
(Incorporated)
SPECIALTIES
by mail, prepaid in Jl or 60c lint. Adress R. V. Pierce, M. D, Buffalo, N. Y.
UPHOLSTERING
Probably in no other part of th
Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
world are the climatic conditions sur--j
231 W. Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
COMMON SENSB MEDICAL
DR. PIERCE'S GREAT 1008 PAGB ILLUSTRATED
Barela, all of Pecos, N. M.
rounding any hot springs so pearly
128 Galisteo Si., Phone IWJ
ADVISER WIU BB SENT FREB, CLOTH BOUND FOR 11
STAMPS.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
from a health standpoint
i perfect
Register.
equal to those around Fort Selden, in
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"WOMEN
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23. Twas
Lonrlon, .Ian.
Henry
George of America who carried the
THY Elosa" ,ake" l'1' by adgar label "'
I II I am run .mu.N!' 'But Kngiand has a
ueorge L,ioyu ueorge who nas come
out "FOR WOMEN!"
"I hope we shall win on .Monday,"
of
David
chancellor
the exchequer, told a delegation of
suffragettes representing the working
women of the British isles, whom he
and Sir Edward Gray, the foreign sec-- I

But

even

Capital Bar

the loving

nature of a mother shrinks from the
Schlitz
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who,
Friend are ; V
saved much disojbmfort and suffering,
:
and their' 'systems; being thoroughly California-Wine'
prepared by this great remedy, are
In a healthy condition to meet .the
Old
retary received at the treasury de-- ! time with the least possible suffering;
'
and danger.
Mother's Friend is
partment.
"I certainly shall do my very best recommended only for the relief and
!to see that the amendment to the comfort of expectant mothers; it Is in
franchi. o reform bill eliminating the no sense a remedy for various Ills,
55 San Francisco Street.
word 'I'.iule is passed by the house but its many years of success, and
re-- :
"""
of
the
thousands
endorsements
of com v.ons.
Since I have been in
the cab; let, I have become a more ceived from women who have used it!
V.
conviir' I supporter of women's suf- are a guarantee of the benefit to be flVIATORS nGniN
This remedy
derived from its use.
frage t';. a ever."
MEET DEATH
does not accomplish wonders but aim- I'remi' r Asquith made quite clear piy assists nature to perfect its work,
OR INJURY
the attitude of himself and his col-- j Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
.
leagues in the cabinet on the subject vents caking of
23. The
Klallce.
Rllphns'
this evening (the breasts, and
of worn
suffrage
TOUlBtMS
I''rencn aviator Charles Guulard, was
tV V
every
way
when he moved the adoption of the in
thrown to the ground from a height
to
time table for the debate on the fran- - contributes
of 210 feet by the capsizing of his
healthy
chise refoi m bill in the house of
moinernoou.
t
Mothers Friend is sold monoplane while making n ilight
mons.
drug stores. Write for our free o ay round the spires of' the Kheims
womon
The remier said opinion
en suffrage was so sharply divided on BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta. Ca. Cathedral.
lie sustained serious injuries, but
both si les of the house that it was
was alive when picked up.
impossible .for any government ' to
Berlin, Jan. 23. Another fatal flypropose the enactment of votes for DISSOLUTION
ing accident occurred today during the
women. While he himself was a
CASE MAKES
military maneuvers near Burg. Lieusfrong opponent of the policy he real- tenant Otto Schlegel was instantly
ized that many of his political sup-- '
PROGRESS killed by falling to earth from a con- There-- ;
porters thought differently.
cab-i
of
with
lull
8iderable; height when his biplane
consent
the
tho
fore,
lapsed oil a sharp curve. Lieutenant"
Xey York, Jan. 23. "Some
inet, h" had decided to leave the
to the free judgment of the ress" toward settling the differences A- von Scheele, his pilot" was fatally
quest
house.
between" the Union Pacific and Soulh-- injured.
ern Pacific interests respecting the
INJUNCTION GRANTED. .; ;
Central pacific railroad, was madej
ANSWER TO AN
'
i V,'
at n conference here today between!'.
j
23.
A.
in-- ;
Jan.
II.
Clinton,
la.,
of
the
interests
Judge
ABOUT
tepresentatives
INQUIRV
solved. Robert S. Lovett, chairman, barker, today granted a temporary f
ARABIAN NIGHTS
the I'nion Pacific board of
against the .Modern Brother-,Uim- ,
made this statement afier the hood of America's transfering meni- ew rates, adopted at the No- An i: quirer has asked the New ilex meeting, but added': that there was uers
The order will
icau regarding the translator of the no assurance that a final satisfactory vember convention.
Arabhn Nights.
agreemeut would be reached, judge hold until February 3, when there
It is believed to be in form and sub- - lovett said that the discussion hadi will be a further hearing.
stance, the Arabic translation of a now occome a triangular one with
one of the
pe,.si.,n Dooki "Hazar Afsanah," or ,!lf ederaI

Lemps

; BEER u:

Lloyd-Georg-

Will baseball ever see another Wil'
lie Keeler?
"Wee AVillie." the batting marvel
of the game; one of t lit? lew to get
into the .100 class and the only batter
that 'fver' played !!n ' entire season
without tanning.
Today Mr. William 11. Keeler of
llrooklyn is a real estate broker and
apartment house owner, and his heav-i- i
st work is collecting his rents and
banking the money.
Keeler vies with Fielder Jones, Cy
Young ami Hill l.ang as the richest
retired player. Any of the four can
write his check for more than $1110.-- ;
(.Ml
and have it honored, too.
Last spring Keeler was with Brooklyn, as 'batting coach, but when the
to that
season ended he returned
other sport, rent collecting.
Willie Keeler was one of that won- derful Ualtiniore outfield of lSrtl, '!i.with Waller Hrodie and Keland
Brilliant fielders, hard hitters
ly.
were they, and Keeler was mightiest
of the trio.
March 'J, lf)12, Keeler was 10, and,
like so many players, he left the major leagues at IIS. His last appear
nr.ce under the big top was will) the
Giants in 1010, as emergency hitter.
Although he batted .:) for the short
time lie played, the zip was gone from
the vet and McGraw released him.
Keeler played 21) years,, starting
with Binghampton, in the Eastern
U ague, in 1S92, and batting .H73, which
In
caused New York to grab him.
1893 he was with both New York and
Brooklyn, but was returned to Bingl.ampton, although while "up there" H9H
he batted .333. In 1S!4 Ned Hanlon
signed Keeler for Baltimore.
In the home of the beautiful women
p.nd "tar'pin," Keeler's wonderful career started and it continued without
a break until 1906, when, for the first
time, as a major leaguer, he batted
below .300.
Keeler holds the world's record for
the greatest number of hits in a sea
son. In 1S97 he accummulaled 243
singles from an average of .432. His
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alike and, no matter how lliey pitched

ball
to him, "Wee Willie" placed t
v. here he wanted
to.
HEAVIEST LunQL. IS rm i
Don't imagine Keeler didn't crack
the ball out for long hits when he felt
.Thz coin
like it. Let an outfielder creep in
for a. Texas leaguer, and whang! the
bi ll would land on the unguarded spot
fielding work the previous year makes j1!tar tni fence.
r
him the Grand All American
right) In naming the greatest nlayer,
experience In two leagues
:"'.
from 1S91 to 11.U0.
20 years,
unhesitatingly says,
Keeler was the most scientific
He invented "Hans Wagner."
ter that ever played.
Rus"' "d Walsh, in his opinion,
"chocking" the bat. Small and light,
all pitchers, and possibly it is
he realized he could do more
tne hitfinir bv merely tanDimr the 'because these two alone fanned him
ball "where thev ain't" than bv swing-- ! twice in one gam that he so ranks
and
ing his head off in an effort for long, trem. Rusie had the most speed
V.alsh tne snarpest nreaii 10 nis
hits.
Always crowding the plate, Keeler says Keeler.
He Bays the game today is faster
grasped his bat near the middle and
hit to any field at will; the fielders :han at any time in his career and
I, ever knew where to play for him. it was mighty fast folks when he play-Right or left handed pitchers looked d with the Orioles.
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"rhou and Tales."
Mohammed
Ishak stales that the book was
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S PILLS
CHICHESTER
.

'"Tais.

Tlle only Information obtainable re- conference between
pUed by or for ynn&t daughter of girding the
Bahn..m jBhak , Artuxerxes)
whose Judge Lovett, Frank A. Vanderlip and
to
was Mortimer L. Schiff, and Attorney Gen
the Ji. wess Ksther of Old Testament val Wickersham in Washington, was A
Jluch difference of opinion ,!,a ,lle federal olllcers were offering!
history.
regarding the authorship and some assistance in the plan of disthe date of composition
of the solution.
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Tako no nthir. liuy of your V'
!W,'t,A","T(,"'l,11 ER.Tri
y ear i i: lif,- n is Rest,
(c r. Aluu vs :
llluiii.M.d

s
tiou of a new tribal council to
ceed that deposed recently by Seere-- j
tary Fisher on the charge that "undue Arabian.
influence" had been exerted over it
Sir Richard Francis Burton, Eng- - GIVES DEMOCRATS TASTE
in
lu- - the Uncle Sam Oil
company
0F THE'R MEDICINE.
lish traveler, linguist and author, has:
New York, Jan. 23 Tom Lawson leaded dice, sure thing gambling
leases to Osage oil translated the "Niuhts"
"
literally. 'and
thatj "What are we going to do about it ?" trying to obtain
t
me
n.xeu laro gamejasns i.av.son
.uu ins answer i;iauu.
jias anoiuer remeay ior wan street.
dominion, IJ. V.., JUU. CA. iUlHOl-- j
lij8 work comprises 1C volumes This
contained in u bill that he has rained,,
ity leader Mann conducted a filibuster
"Fred Lookout, who was e ihc teu g
And this is his final, dead-sur- e
h
scheme s''em ,lko n
the mmt fnmo)s E
Auuott
said Commissioner
u glass darkly we for congress to pass.
ccntest.
today because the democrats last!
chief,"
Througli
translation
to throw and hog-tithe
have got a glimpse of a thousand
mmm
This measure would establish a "is a hard working, honest farmer.
night prevented action on the Lincoln
'
'
and reduce the cost of living
by tentacled octupus sucking
memorial project. He tied up- the
to itself charter and set of
under which He and his wife are graduates of
work of the house for hours.
all stork exchanges would be requir- - Carlysle.
lie is one of the osages
Al IfDM
checking the vast gambling operations the economic
of a nation.
RAN
Fire, Life," (Accident
of the Etock exchange.
If stock
"We have had sketched loosely for ed to organize.
exchange! who does not refuse to work because
"Giving the democrats a taste' of
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
on
He tells about it today in the Feb- us the outlines of what we know to be members then lived up to these pro-- of the unearned
increment in
their own medicine," was his exnlana- ruary number of the American maga an elaborate and perfectly oiled visions the present evils of gambling, land royaltie's the Osages enjoy.
tion.
nine. It is an improved method of mechanism for concentrating the sav- control of credit, etc., would be elinii- San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 23.'.;
barring bad brokers from the mails. ings of the people in the hands of a nated. If they failed to do so, the
"Archie" Johnson, youngest1 son of i
fDXClCFF
I
Lawson reviews, by way of pre few unscrupulous manipulators, that postmaster general would, after tf n
Governor Hiram Johnson, appeared at
City Property, Farms,
in the crooked
face, the relations of the Pujo "money each sitter-ithe Olympic club at noon todav to
A
game days' notice, bar the offending memtrust" probe and the awakening of
bers from the use of the mails and
in for his bout tomorrow night PRICES, $165,
Ranches, Orchards
weigh
$200, $215 and $250
FOLLOWS with Ernie Clark of Los
the whole American people to the
that would put them out of busi
'
Land
Angeles,
facts that Lawson himself has been
ness.
i
w,tl1 imported (Magneto.
amateur championof
welterweight
.. Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
The law would provide for an ap- San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 3 The the Pacific coast
dinning into their ears. He says:
ieit at toe factory.
"The evidence thus far produced
peal to the courts, so that the post- - state of California, "cracked' a safe
the direc- Young Johnson informed
.
before the Pujo committee showing
nmBiei geueim ciuuu nui auuse uib today.
lie uioi cuusimeu ui
of
u
c,ub aBt
the existence of a highly centralized;
Continental J1-- j weighed t)e
142 pounds, four pounds ov-!and PaPers oC
po.w;rthis law ,is put upon the statute jng nnd Loan association, but no er the
money trust that controls credits,!
O f
K I n d s .
welterweight limit, and he
absolutely affords a spectacle thatj
cash ana no ledgers were iouuu iu doubted if he cou!d tuke off the extra
'wess
"'"""B
.
j
should make strong men weep; for
na-- ,
"u" line strong dox. me iimei uuui ul pounds without weakening himself.
,
.
it shows how daring and contemptuu "i
la
"
"
associations omce vaun was Whether the fight takes place or not
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
uous have become the powers that;
.iusuiuici; ucoiiuj o.vn ftaiiiuiiiif,. . )lmmeu Dy an expert empiujeu uy rests with noU'ltt Van iL'ourt of Los
be how contemptuous of the rights1
"Start the drop in the annual inter ,e01.c e s. walker, state ounuing ana Angeles, renresentinir Clark
AL'GHLI.N BUILDING,
;
est return to invested capital.
of a once sovereign people.
f PASH
H
loan commissioner, to whom access to niI,st decido wimthor tho
BROTHERS, AGTS.
in
"You and I all of us know and
a
.
cost
of
the high
Start
drop
tl;e safe ilad hRel, denied by Attorney shi is
h H.k
JST.MT.
- NEW MEXICO
j SANTA FE
have known for a long time that there '
,fhe American peoples living without Gavill McNab, representing the asso- - ,vho is not a welterwe.vh. with,
is in this country a money power, a
:
corresponding drop in the wage. f.iatiol. Walker yesterday gained for rules
cf the American people.
money trust. You and I don't have
cibly entry to the office with the aid
to apply the strict rules of court evi-'- .
"Start an increase iu the price of of the sheriff. .McNab brought sui
MCIII TAI
dence to prove it. We know there is
JOHNlHAMPEL, Proprietor.
I ClLnCKO
every honest, good American security. for damages against the latter today
r System the System. We know there
"Start a drop in the price of every for $50,000, the amount of the sheriff's
ON TARIFF
is in Wall street a concentration of
dishonest, bad American security.
bonds. He said similar suit would be"
banks, and thus a concentration of
"full the teeth, cut the claws, and filed
against Walker on the ground, ...,
credit, more powerful and therefore
wither the fangs of the money trust. that there
uaries
FINEyyiNES, LIQUORS; AND CIGARS. -- V
was no warrant of law for M. aouiiiiuu, u. v.., ,jan.
more absolutely controlling the ecoHoward, of North Adams,. Mass,,
"Start i lie stock exchange toward
'
l
the cotton
nomic life of each and every one of
Family Trade Supplied.
goods"
the high position it should occupy in
,
THOMAS W. LAWSOX.
The question mvolved is .who shall representing
l
us than any other concentration of
259
jndust
lhe nation's business structure."
manufactung
San
Pfancisco
t
SANTA FE, N. M.
.
iqutdate the continental, VUlker or fore
honae
s
In its may pile them as chips in front of Public Condemnation
Costs Stock
power that has ever existed.
uotn ..say tiepos.tors nilUee
tne directors:
:.
t(May
the print
wanted
possibilities of oppression it tran- him.
Exchange $44,CCO,C0O.
will be paid penny for .penny.
cloth rates retained.
f
scends the power of the most despot"There has been reared before us
Lawson remarks that since the Wall
The association was declared sol-- ;
chairman Underwood
io monarchy.
n huge banking structure containing street investigation began, the market
reiterated
"You and I know all these things, the billions
of a sovereign
people's value of a seat in lhe New York stock vent by the United States court a few that the committee was proceeding
and now in order to put them down savings, and at its apex a half dozen exchange has sunk from $flO,liU0 to days ago and McXab contends that with the primary purpose of raising
in black and white for ourselves, we .institutions that are in turn com-- ! $50,000. As there are VI 00 seats, this pending action by the superior court revenue, that protection was only in-- '
have set our detectives at Washing-- : pletely controlled by a few Individ- - means that lhe $i4,ooo,0(n) lias been ou the slate's application for au- - cidental and that the committee
j
ton to track down the beast to its mils.
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines,
squeezed out of the capital stock of tliority to take over the association s could not allow any rate so high as
Liquors
;c:
lair. And how do we fare?
"This body politic and economic of this greatest of all gambling organ!- - affairs, Walker was without legal to prohibit importation.
'
A permanent
"Well and then not so well.
on the screen z&tions, as a result of a growing-distariff
right to interfere forcibly.
jours has been
commission was advocated by both
"The committee has hejped to lay land its heart located not in Wash-- ! inclination of the public to do
rr- -,
Mr. Howard and by Arthur H. Lowe,
a condition of stacked cards, ingfon, but in Wall street.
i.ess with it under present conditions. INTERNATIONAL ARMO
PLATE POOL DISCLOSED, of Fitchburg, Mass.
,.'
Mr. Lowe wanted the
it
so
be
present tar- that
and
the
Hankers
also,
might
easily
company:
plan
Guaranty
MORGAN IS NOT
iff
on
from
(Continued
page one).
ginghams and other fabrics re-- '
could dissolve the trusts and that Mr taken over."
.
tained.
.
j
SHORT OF CASH liavison was a trustee of each com- - Mr. Untermyer brought out in quesgiven orders to the Tennessee Coal
pany.
several organizers of the and Iron
that
tioning
company for open hearth
C.eorge F. Haker, he said, had noth-W- . BaifUers Trust were widely known rails.
HOUSE
Washington, 1). C, Jan. 2S. Thomas
do
the
to
with
inS
of
an
negotiations,
J. P. Jlorgan,
Joyce,
employe
bankers, sixty or seventy years old.
To prove that the Tennessee Coal
BY.CHAPLAiN
Mr. Halter was at that time con-- ,
was the first witness examined be-- !
"On (his question of voting trusts." land Iron comnanv. after its acnuisi- fore the house money trust commit-- nected with both the Mutual and the said Mr. Davison, "I am perfectly will- DISTRIBUTOR OF
... T
tion, became a strong competitor in
tee today. A statement of the depes-- ; Guaranty Trust. Purchases of 0000 ing to recommend that these voting tne
Dickinson
rail
market, Judge
' ?"
its of J. P. Morgan & Company was shares from Mrs. E. H. Harriman and trusts be dissolved. The voting trusts,:
ip
admission from the witness fw"
. !'?tPd ,the Te.ad,),g
produced, showing that the firm on Coon from the Mutual Life Insurance a8 Fucht have llad I10 more t0 do with that after its
"
orM
cpm-!":that
BOTTLES
isition
acqu
,
de-November 1, had $11,000,000 on
company, Mr. Davison said, gave the the reai management of the business pany supplied rails
lu
l"
Manufacturer of all kinds of
iha ani.th nnd islation
Waters made from Pure Distilled
before
house
in
pending
the
posit with New York banks and $1100,-- , organizers control of 12,000 out of the than the tujo committee."
southwest in large tonnage.
water. Afent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
his Invocation. It was placed on the
UUU in BOSlOll DatlKS.
.'II.IIIIO
Sliaies Ot the Company.
Mr llntn-invemill tlu vvitnoa in.
'
V
40
to
table,
50,
.
the
TELEPHONE
closest
35 J
.division
Mr. Untermyer endeavored
Mr. Davison said that the Guaranty dulged in an argument over the use-- ! TWELVE DROWNED WHEN
to get
Santa Fe, New Mex.
- n i i n r nrn of the recent legislative: session.
Tit r i -r n r
from air. Joyce the holdings of J. P. I rust company was acquired by him-- , fulness of voting trust arrangements'
. o.
Morgan In the constituent companies ael'f and associates with the idea that for the control of financial institu-- i
Miiingswortn. who annouue-- j
Great Crimsby. England, Jan. 23. ipd VBa(oi.,lnv
which were combined in the T?nited it would be merged into the Bankers lions
thH6 TW
I'16 baffAg1f
rankiin K. Baker ha included
States Steel corporation. Mr. Joyce; Trust company, lie made this state
"Well," said Mr. Vntermyer,
..
..
,
eouiu not remember
" "
whether any,ment as to the voting trust agree- - vvill be ell Rflfleri" with vn,,r Btnto.
.,.
ounoay closing ,
t
TD.i..1 ,. " ,i.
laws that he would offer such a reso- Y.
"T
such stock was held.
,
meats:
?"
.....it iiiui uii .in ucc juui iiinueiin- iiuiiiuer. jnree sa ors, ine oniy sur- a iiuiuuei ui
men organised the; to dissolve these voting trusts."
"ouauii,
v Ivors
?.Pf ""L?0- 8n
j.i "We vouncer
v.ve ' picke,; un bv a trailer
.
.
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a.
11 iriiij
i,
t
Bince
1 didn't
'
Rankers
m"'B,i"
Trust
in
"But
at
190:!
Mr.
January
and
and
otompanj.
landed
company
say that," objected
here today,
;
debate
and
was disposed
the
matter
muum iiiL nu iiegouuiea that time we organized tho vnllni' Davison.
.,
.
.
Who,, ti,n a.i
j
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED !
comment.
the purchase of the stock in the Guar-- ,nist. The purpose of this voting! "1 say that I now see no useful pur-- 1 a violent storm
,he 'members of the
"
enty Trust company for the organizers: trust was to preclude the possibiliiy pose to be served by these voting crew took to a
If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
boat, which was cap-- !
of the voting trust, for the trust com-- ! of the purchase or cont.ol of
HINTS F0R HOUSEKEEPERS.
si,ed hree times On ea n occasion
the; trusts."
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
KeeP Foley's Koney and Tar Com
Panystock by men active in New York at
Knmp f tha
aoiio VBrl pound
on
. "uu,u
cati
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always
hand,
Jou
ume wnose credit and response',
A GREAT MORAL VICTORY
swept away and sank. Three surviv- quickly head off a cold
sn fnr no
-nrnbaMvrpf.pmmpnn ' ....
by its prompt
nilliv was (llieBI oneu. W lpn we n.imH
Wo..klnin
ti nv., JUU... ZA. 1 lie ors clung to the boat and drifted for ' use.
i ' aouiuiuil,
LJ,
Ji - 1.to Plan to take n the
It
no
i nto .in luirniimJ ..... w.irj, 1,uc u.scontains
heals
and
opiates,
finarantv com "greatest moral victory in the histnrv twelve hours.' " ''
soothes the inflamed air passages,
solved."
pany the voting trust had worked so of the Osace tribe" wn th tvv Ant.
the
(stops
cough, and may save a big
.Mr. Cntermyer brought out that the, well in the Bankers Trust, we or--j
ing Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Box 1804, Department Q, . . . ..' Denver, Cofom do.
vctes'of two of the three trustees of ganized the Guaranty under the samej Abbott today characterized the elec- - if Just Try a New. Mexican Want Ad doctor's bill. In the yellow T package
- i
v
you want quick returns.
'For sale bj all druggists.
sue-exist-

LAWSON TELLS HOW TO "PULL THE TEETH. CUT THE CLAWS AND
WITHER THE FANGS OF THE MONEV TRUST "SIMPLEST
THING IN THE WORLD !
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u m,pH Rrace eir.tric Readina m
in tbn nreat Interest man!
fested in the Personal Column, the'ttilo or refrain from iusliluting sik-I- Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
New Mexican rcquestu its readers to notion.
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
Letter Racks;
ec. 15. Nothing in lliis act shall Brass and Copper;
Bend in hv mail (a postcard will do)
Rocker
Blotters;
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for0(, construed as repealing any law Paper
Cutters;
lie nacKs,
Hammered calendars;
this column. By doing so the read now in force in Huh stale making
ers will confer a favor on the New a crime or misdemeanor for said pub-- Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
Com.Hammered Copper and
Mexican and on their friends.
ii,. nitipura m violate certain statutes Holders:
munications sent by mail should bear nf
sf.,i,, ,,,,,1 provide a punish- - Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
the signature of the writer).
meut for said violation and proceed- - Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
inns under litis act shall not lie a bar Special orders made on short notice.
V. Digueo to nrooeedings
under any criminal
'"Mr. and Mrs. Oswald
1
k
L, I
IV. kJ I
have returned from Denver, and other statute In the state of New .Mexico!
be
in
I'f'iil
the
where
which
or
in
Colorado
i
may
in
force
.now
point
125Pa!aCe Ave
u fortnight.
lorce.
.
Ariz-Cliffs.
M001
of
mil
shall
j
T.
act
suc.
it;. This
apply
llii.s Sadie
oim, arrived Tuesday night for a two (c judges of the supreme court, (lis-01'
j
the let?-- ,
vteks' visit with relatives in Santa (net judges and members
-... - ii
Fe. Miss Moore is a niece of K. .1. jsiature.
Parlors No. 2 Lincoln Avenue
acts and pans of acts
jbeArcy, manager of !n local Postal
jy
(OITOS1TK KI.K'S iin.Mi:)
reu conflict herewith are hereby
Telegraph office.
oil
well
known
the
,1. E. Haiinuin,
,,eiled.
salesman, is here from Albuipieniue.
xhc morning session of the senatt
Miss Bryan and Miss True are here xuls almost concluded when Senator
asked
from Kspanola. They are registered
0f Roosevelt county,
New Mexico will ever see
a islature
mammons consent to introduce
ft, the I'alace hotel.
a business man of ,jn There was 110 object ion and the when the ideas promulgated todav In
.1. 13. Braxton,
to Hie clerk's desk. Mr. Holt, will lie able to survive.
11. insure was sent
irst.ancia, is in the city.
M. L. Kox. editor of the Albumier- - The bill was read in accordance with NEW PANKEY BILL
COST.
THAN
A IN
and several other articles all go AT LESS
r U K AN UINL.
nne Moniinii .lournal. arrived from th5'thp ,.,,ipS
ir. iiolt then moved that
t iiu;
,,
Another bill by Senator II. I''. Panmid translation of the1
nuke City last night and is at the
Montezuma hotel.
'l ilt Iip ilisnensed Willi for 111! pros- key, today, created more than nsuai
I'a liner are ,.,(,
interest Hi the senate. II was Senate
Mr. and Mrs. VY. 11.
Senator Martin democratic, asked Biil No. ."7 and provides that unle:.p.
sightseers here from fort Scott, Kansas. They are stopping at the Mon- why this motion was made and Mr. bona lido claims against individual
.emtezuma.
Holt said it was in the interest of or corporal ions, their audits,
f'.eorue Sena, county clerk of C.uu- - n,.iw,mv to save unnecessary print cloves, etc.. are settled within sixty
iii.lupe county, is here from Santa - wji i hereby saving money to the state, dt.ys, reasonable attorney Ices ; ha',l
Hosa. lie is stopping at the l oro- yn. 0( sajd tl la t the last session had be allowed, all costs ol suit and tee
n large
nado.
printing purposes and, full amount of the suit. The ultima)"
Roman A. Labadie, that he felt that the. senate ougnt in ohjed is to tore.e corporal ions cn.e. y,
Commissioner
a
district.
Cuadalupc Keep the expenses down as much as 'to sdtlo iegitimale claims within
lot the secoiic.
oi
Uosa possible. Mr. livans sum no uesireu easonitbie icngin n ume ,i:si.-acounty, came up from Santa
vesterd'av.
the bill printed for the information oi iing the i.meliiivty o1 1m cimri:; jtinl
other sort ol mei'..,.i to Keep
H. B. Hamilton, district attorney of the people of the state, it lor no oiuei ev'i'
adjusting- them.
Lincoln county, was in the city today reason, and renewed his request thal
J
The lull in question is as tollows.
end called on a number of officials the senate rules be complied with,
!
iu
i"
n
ui
ne
hi
cnai'ieo oy ine ucgisiui
h'usiu.
Senator Jiartll spoiie
including Supreme Couut Clerk J.
Stale of New .Mexico:
&
that when such a motion was
I
Sena at the capitol this niorni'iig.
made by the standpat floor leader, it. Section I. Collection of Clairis.
!
in ihis
grnerallv was in connection with a That hereafter any person lide claim
CASTRO ORDERS OFFICIALS
said if a legislative siate. having a valid, bona
He
bill.
minority
I
TO LEAVE HIS ROOM. ... inmis'si.in
could be had. as iu Wis-- against any person or corporation o
malerial
or
for
where all measures could first for labor done,
York, N. .. Jan. i:.. General
u,in" m int-- ' i ished. or for overcharges on
i,0r,.
Does
re-'- (
at
the
h'(" V()11,d favor i(i
Cipriano Castro, enraged
UmK 11S ln oi express, or for any claim for lost
(j '
fusal of the special board of inquiry
verdict would ei damaged freight, or for live so ck
impartial
at Ellis Island to permit him to enter be reached. But, he said, lie felt that killed or injured by such pev.i.ei or
the country, ordered the three niem-- ; a member of the minority was entill-- , corpoi-uionor employes,
!ts
Your Patronage Solicited
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January Clearing Sale
SPECWLS IK EVERY DEPARTWENT
DON'T MIS
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THE SALE.

CST Choice, $3.50

$4, $4.50, $5

IWONK 810.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

DRESSMAKING

Muslin Underwear, Table Linens,
Ladies' Waists,
One Piece Dresses, Children's
Dresses and Rompers
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TWO WEEKS ONLY
20th.
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For Building nr Investment Purposes
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foot lots, making a
WE ARE OFFERING six twenty-fiv- e
tract 150x150 feet, with South Front, and situate in
South part of City just West of Galisteo Street,
at Snap Price for Quick Cash Sale
!
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Room 8,
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Capita! Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe,
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Want a Fine Residence Lot
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Hacks and Baggage Transfer. ,Prpmp.t.Attention.and
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

the Best

telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.
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Green Cut Bone and Meat 100 lbs., $3.75
100 lbs., 5.25
Granulated Blood, - Our mixture of Corn, Bran, Oais& Alfalfa reduced to $1.85 per 100 lbs.
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436 Canon Road
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The Great Egg Producers
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Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
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(Continued on page eight).
fcmoustration that this is the last legfor

message from Theodore Roosevelt:
-i heartily congratulate you on the
Uitand you have made for the advanceYou
ment of honest government.
IbavR mv best wishes for your sue- -
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I LastingTPresents ?

This is the teasoiV when people are buying things, either to
Just a
make others happy or to add to their own comfort.
- We
home?
of
value
not
for
the
word: Why
lasting
get presents
have all kinds of furniture to appeal to your taste OAK,
Alto some VERY
WALNUT, and WICKER.
MAHOGANY,
All
at
much
reduced
RUGS.
LARGE
prices. Look also
FINE,
at our NEW CHINA SETS and CUPS and SAUCERS, etc.
They are superb and will make any table look glorious. Call on
us during your shopping journey.
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President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor
15.0 Daily Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.b0 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Dally, per year: by mall
Dally, six months, by mall
Weekly,

Weekly, six months

$1.00

per year

R. J. PALEN,

JaKKrV

$1.25

NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
in 1870.

Organizer

fime la the teat of a bank'a endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its porlcy, but the bank Is not living on its
history
but depends for its prosperity upon
adaptability to present-day

rT

Growth
tions.

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchasrs effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is importantffor every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your
banking
business.

Illustrated Booklet Sent On Request.
THE VALLEY RANCH

SO

his back teeth no exercise. Jle feeds
himself with a fork and gives the
front teeth no exercise of tearing. It

"All of Today's News Today"

Vice-Pre-ide-

The Oldest Bank in the State.

Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH

$1.50

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION
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William F. Brogan

IV.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROMTS, $250,G
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THE FIRST

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles M. Staiiffer
J.Wight biddings

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23. 1913.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Entered as Second Class Mr.tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

Bronsou M. Cutting
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is all wrong. .
"Children should be taught no table.
manners until they are 13 or 14 years
old. If they have torn their food with
their teeth up to that time they can be
taught then the conventions.
Every
piece of pie, every caramel, every dish
of ice cream now means one tooth
fewer tor our grandchildren.''
With all due respect to Dr. .lorgen-sen- ,
if I had a kid under 13 or II, I
would rather see him act like a human being up to that time and go to
the dentists later. If he was permit
ted to act like a brute up to It years
of age, I would hate to take chances
on him in young manhood and in after
life. That has been generally regard- ed as the formative period. Who was
it who said: "Give me a child for the
first ten years of his life and I care j
'
not who has him afterwards."'
The knifeless, forkless youngster at
14 would be a boor at 21. It is
early
training that does good or evil; that
brings ignorance or sense; that makes
the grown up person refined or coarse
fibered.
Dr. .Jorgensen's meat tearing theory
does not appeal to me.

J

THE MOVIES MISSED IT.
The news notes tell of the moving
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
picture people taking pictures of the
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
election
of Knute Nelson, of MinneA committee on
judiciary is sup- at sota, to the senate, the other day.
FOUR PER CENT
posed to be judicious at times
Per Annum Interest Pa id en TIME DEPOSITS
That's where the movie managers
least.
fell down. Why did they go to quiet,
to get material
It could not be possible, of course, ulaid old Minnesota
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 1 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
tllllt flllV Of.fltlpmim
naniru tn when there was a senatorial election
Wyoming7
the high offlce of a 1'nlted States sen-- !
calmot '""lerstund that,
intor if he believed that the people of!
WHV IS
would
the state did not want him.
Anyone knew that Knute
.lust why it was deemed necessary, or wise, or good public policy for
slide through just as easy, but every- the judiciary committee of the stale senate to report unfavorably the Pankey
We advocate, a bill requiring all as- - 0Ile wno is keeping up with these
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
bill eliminating judges of our courts from the game of politics, is rather liiants for Heimtnriiil linnnra tn
senatorial elections could at. least
MANUFACTURER OF
(iiflicult to understand.
when Warren's
case
iter with the state auditor iip war in surmise
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
It is admitted without argument
or
know
'
thl! fa'" western state,
that attorneys do,
should,
"1
!
of
advance, for the purpose
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
more about law than the laymen and that they may know more of the ef-- , nient, taxation and the good of t ho v. here they used to shoot and lynch
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
feet of the law, but it does not take an attorney, or a person possessed of aiptople generally.
and hold barrel-heacourts, some- Roth Native and Geraiaatown Wool Used.
.
of perspicacity to determine what will be the result and,
thing would be doing, and there was.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
A movie of the
what has been the result of a continuance of the practice of making the selec- We are pleased to announce that1
speaker of the
1 19 Don
lion of Judges of our courts a political matter and leaving candidates for Helen Gould is married and
stom-tliOaspar Avenue.
thalj'-ouskicking a friend in his
bench free to take an active part in political campaigns and engage in henceforth the red ink sections of ncn and another man who was try- to be speaker, using the big ink
active work in favor of a political organisation.
jthe Sunday papers will find something '
observer must adm't that this method has not been a else to discuss besides that f ,0U0 tstaud for a gavel and hammering the!
Any unprejudiced
success.
trousseau.
mahogany desk to pieces while the
lumbers fought and struggled and
Often we are told that judges are human. No one cares to dispute it.
The question now comes up on theilu,ltM' hair on the Moor. that was;
We want them to be. for the human interest enters into the decision of a
moving picture than.
original motion as to why is a point niIcl mol' or
judge as much as the construction of the law does.
'"an in the .Minnesota
nut we want them to be human fron a humanitarian standpoint.
jof order. The sergeant at arms will'1" 8pe
HIGH SCHOOL
arise in his place and
Hie UOOl'S 8110 I0C.K tile windows u:tiu-,
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should be granted and enforced, lor politics are most closely allied with v.liile a session of the committee cti
1
see
don't
what
man-the
is
titles
held.
picture
WIZARD
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ihose things which are most intensely human. Recent events have proven
users were thinking about when tiny'
trm rluflHv If, lio iKiuMmlt.i.ctrm.l tlinf ,,- - iiwlcou u1,m,lH a it
1, ol v fr,,.
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M'nited States senators by a vote o(; Rhode Island to get a picture of an 24' at the hih 8cllo1 hal1- Tlie chi'-be endeavoring to reciprocate.
I:idian hunt or a badger fight or a tlren are delightful in their parts. Tho
tl:e f'ntnmnn (lnt
There is not a law that could be enacted that would be more favorably
'tussle with a grizzly bear.
Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman
and
received than one that would fitee the judges of our courts from political
There may have been times when )ack Pumpkin Head are very funny!
alliances and political influence.
the central west furnished some seen-- and original.
To defeat, deliberately, a bill that has this end in view is. to say the
ry for pictures of senatorial elections! OIfl Mombl and Tip carry the plot
least, suspicious.
but not any more.
through four scenes. The saw horse
It smacks of some ulterior purpose.
The west is 'the place for the spec-- sets a laugh every time he appears,
It looks as if those who manipulated its defeat did so for cause, and as
jtacular stunts in most things and it' 'Iiet every one, especially the Chil
ean furnish it as well in politics as dren come and enjoy this clean pre- if they wanted the political influence behind the judges of our courts.
sentation of a most delightful book
There is no department of our government that should be so untram-anything else.
Rooms en
Well, the movies missed a good tnat most of us have already read aiul
ineled as our judiciary. Kvery protection and safeguard should be thrown ;
Local
.'show
in Wyoming.
loved.
Hbout it.
In this unceremonious defeat of a meritorious measure, the people would
The following is the arrangement of
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Three years ago V. W. Kamsey wav president of the German National
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upon the approval by the entertainoMclliiiv".
will he Ktiliiect In settlement unit entry
Dentist.
The lands are
hv tinv iitialilied person.
ment committee, an invitation will be
CORONADO.
of
of SV
as follows: The SK
Over Spitz Jewelry Stur
ol
issued to said guest or guests. All
.T. F. .Moore and son, Chicago.
tile Nl-- i of KW
nf SV
SW
EVERY STREET IN SANTA E
Rooms 1, 2 and ii.
of NW
the S
of SW
SV
dances are informal.
T. A. Gurule, Albuquerque.
ol
the SW
of KW
ol SW
6.
Red
I'boue
SK
the
of SV
of SW
Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid- NE
J. A Montoya, Albuquerque.
111"
ol
Oflice lloniE S a. ni. to 5 p. oi.
SW
of SW
of SW
M. S. Salazar, Cliamita.
In.
Sec.
CUT THE HIGH COST OF LIVING.
ney Sufferers Seek.
SW
of
of SK
SW
And by Appointment.
NM.
W.,
K..
T. l'J N.. It'".j"
Geo. Sena, Santa Rosa.
VF. H.
Backache? Kidneys weak?
Caapman, Winnebago, Neb.,
of Klisio M. Vigil, ol
acres,
application
Distressed with urinary il's?
l.isi
tells how he did it. "My two children j Roman A. Labodie, Santa Rosa.
New Mexico:
Ksp.moln.
Ihe
of SB
of NK
The K
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
EUROPEAN.
had a very bad cough and the doctors
lilc st:
of SIO
of Nl'
N'W
A. V. Wallis, Farmington.
Don't have to look fur.
Use what
SK
the
of
medicines did them no good. I got a
NK
of
SW
of
of SK
of NW
K
of NK
Santa Fe peopl. recommend.
Jack Fannan, Kansas City.
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
Every the
of Office 202 Water St., Hours, I to J P. ,H
of NW
SW
of NK
In
F.
A.
Santa Fe has its cases.
street
2 of NW
of NW
the S
SK
Hyde, Jerome.
pouud, and before it was all used the
Office, 220 W
of SW 1.4 of NW
A. E. Banks, Gunnison.
Here's one Santa Fe man's experi- - of SKof SK the NW
children were free and cured of their
.
H.
N
Phones j Residence, 9 J
Sec. II. T.
1'a-- .
Horace
ence.
.ri"
1'erfeclo
one
I
of
Paso.
El
a
doctor's
bill
saved
for
47.
application
Harper,
cough.
itercs,
List
Mexic i;
New
A. C. Williams, City.
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St., dilln, ofTheIteginu,
25c bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
of
of NK
of SW
S
Work. Portable Coils to be
NK
of
SW
it.
of
NW
the NW
Compound." No opiates. For sale by
(tell
SK
of
SW
the
NW
of
Kid-i
Take the "direct road" to health and He says: "In 1007 I used Doati's
all druggV :.
used at patient's home.
nf NW
Ihe N
Of NK
of NW
of
Ihe SW
of NW
of SK
strength by using Foley Kidney Pills ney Pills for pains in my back that
SK
the
NW
of
SK
of
for backache, rheumatism, weak, sore had troubled me for three years. They NWNIO
Sec. :ir,.
of NW
CARS CANT KILL THIS MAN.
of SW
of
M. D ,
L.
V..
aeres, aptilication
N., ft.
kidney's and bladder irregularities. brought prompt relief and proved so T
New .Mexici;
of
Salii7.al',
I'tiha,
of
Nick
is
Each
chosen
for
its
posi- satisfactory that I gave
ingredient
a public List
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Detroit, Jan. 23.- - Carrying the left tive healing and curative
the
of SK
of NK
i'lle NIC
Now after
qualities. statement in their praise.
hind foot of a rabbit in his pocket or
SK
of
NK
of
ot
SK
NIO
Palace Ave,, next
Foley Kidney Pils are the best medi- two and a half years have passed, 1 the NK
of" Cation Biock,
of NIC
of NW
some other lucky omen prevented cine you can
for kidney and bladWells
K.
X
T.
door
to
buy
Fargo Ux.
SK
Sic.
"1,
tesconfirm
word
of
that
every
Martin Duzsa, 35 years old, 44 St.
acres, application of Victor Konn ro, of
der troubles. Mrs. J. M. Findley, gladly
2$3.
I
I
PHONE
can add that have since lldefiinso. New Mexico: List :i.;n!i3.
place, from being ground to Lyons, Ga says: "i took Foley K'dney timonial.
A tract within
tinsurveyed Inn wlutl Residence Palace Hotel.
used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
death under a Grand Trunk freight Pins and they pnlil.ely cun;d me
probably be, when4 surveyed. Sees,
For ;a more thorough trial and have receiv- will
Plione Main 68.
il and
K., described liy
7, T. 17 N H.
ale by all druggists.
engine early Sunday morning.
hounds as follows: Heginning
ed great benefit. I know that this tnetes and No.
1, a gray tufa rock niark- in corner
Duzsa was walking along the railC. C. GUNTER, M. D.
whence the easl fliarter c ine r
remedy is a cure for backache and ed
and
road tracks between Canfield
K. 8 10.. hears X.
See. :in, T. IS N
of
Physician and Surgeon.
HEARING
kidney complaint."
i:l dig-yv. HI chains. X. In chains, and
Garfield avenues, when he was struck
Kooms
I.aughlin Illdg. Talis
Tin
exhO X. 41
mill. W.
all
dealers.
For
sale
Price
chains;
by
by the freight engine, and thrown
NATIONAL
tending thence S. 10 chains;"ill thence 10. attended promptly day or night.
Co.,
Buffalo,
:ccnls,
.';:.,
chains
iir.it chains; i hence S.
about 15 feet. Instead of going to
9 to 11 a. m., 2 to I
Office Hours:
hence S. Hi deg. K. ls.o chains; thence
IN
j.Vew York, sole agents for the United
the morgue or a hospital', Duzsa pickX. 1' chains; ilienee p. m., 7 to 8 p. in.
10. 'i chains; Ihcnee
States.
10. In chains: thence X. 13 ehnilis; thence
ed himself up, took an inventory of
nememuer tne name Doan's unJ W. in chains; thence X. li.''" chains;
With more
Denver, Colo., Jan.
his wounds and discovered that he
chains: thence X.
deg.
thence W.
fake no other.
S. xii
:!') mln. W. .'LMiH chains: thence
had suffered only a few slight scratch- than sixty witnesses, including shipTHE SANTA
W. Ti.17 eiiains lo the phioe of begindeg.
es on his face. When the members pers and railroad
under FH YSICIANS EXAMINE
a
ofllcials,
ning. HO There is excepted therefrom
JUROR
feet wiile desciihi'd us follows;
of the engine crew returned expect- rubpoena, the stage was set today for
strip
IN McNAMARA
CASE. Ilcgiuning at a eorner on the east line of
hear- win nee the cast iiiinrtcr cor-- :
ing to lind Duzsa lying unconscious or the opening ot the nation-wid- e
the
l,
trai
I.os
23.
Under New Management
Angeles, Jan.
Physicians iter ol' Sec.
1S X., II. :', 10., bears
, T.
dead on the ground they found him inf. before interstate Commerce Com- - summoned
the following courses and
counchief
Earl
by
rly
Rogers,
l
iissioni'r Harlan into the alleged
Have Your Titles Abstracted.
N.
deg. HO mln, W. .'.i"'"
ready to continue his journey home.
oel for tne defense in the second tria' distances:
lelinhis: S. Mi deg. W. 5.17 chains: N. 4:1
legal and improper use of railroad of Clarence S.
1;. S. Hanlc and Trust, Hldg.
N. 4H eiiains: N. 4
Harrow, examined
deg. W. lfi ohains;
VV.
HO inln.
all eiiains; lind extelld-- I
passes.
Juror John Farley, a septuagenar-- i 'deg.
ing thence l."i feet nn each side, of a line
V. It. Vox. I'l" W. Washington .St.,
From the text of the questions which uui, whose
sitting was opposed by the runnini? S. 4.'i deg. W. 7 chains tn the
suffer-u- k
were asked at the beginning of the defendant's attorney yesterday be-- ; place where Ml" end of the strip closes Nolilesville, Intl., says: After
on Ihe boundary line of ihe tract, the
with kidney troiihle.
months
many
was
it
evident
that
the
day's hearing,
Suld tract
cause of his advanced age.
net area being ,rai,7ii acres,
and pres10. after trying other remedies
commissioner's investigation will be Owing to exhaustion of the first was listed upon the application nf K f.isl
a box of Foley
of
Arizona:
Kingman.
farrow,
purchased
criptions.
to
the charges that venire, there was no session of the - lt'5. Approved January :!. HI;', A.
confined, mainly,
FOR THE
V. lJri)tullii. Assistant
foniiuisslnner of Kidney I'ills which not only did meI
Colorado railroads have given passes trial today.
'ihe Ceneral Land (iftici-more sood than any other remedies
'to Colorado shippers to influence them
ever used, hut have positively set my
in connection
with their interstate
kidneys riht. Other members of my
shipments of freight. "This investfamily have used them with similiar
rea
will
with
not
mere
stop
No Headache, Bad Taste,Sor u igation
Take at the first sign of kidresults.
OF
port," said Harlan; "but prosecution
For sale by all druggists.
trouble.
ney
Stomach or Coated Tongue
will follow wherever v, c find there has
of
a
the
law.
Needless
violation
been
by Morning.
A little want ad costs but a few
tc say, there will be a recommenda- results
cents and briiiRS wonderful
D
" ""
NO
tion for additional state legislation
in the New Mexican.
when
published
ot
use
we
if
find
passes
It is more necessary that you keep against the
'Try one.
your Bowels, Liver and Stomach t ere wIlat 'e bave bpon tolu exists,
In
been
have
examiners
and
tOC"''
is
fpeual
fresh
than
it
clean, pure
Work for ihe New Mexican. It Is
keep the sewers and drainage of a Colorado for several days, looking up
Hair--Clean- working for you. for Santa re and
InviDandruff--Stop- s
and
cases
in
the
and
while
evidence
Destroys
Falling
from
obstruction.
large city free
jhe
he new stote.
Are you keeping clean inside with: they have made no formal report, we
g orates Your Scalp Delightful Dressing.
their testimony will be of inter
'Cascarets or merely forcing a
sageway every few days with salts, est to the hearing.'
To be possessed of a head of heavy, when you will see new hair fine and
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
MANY PASSES ISSUED.
Important.
28. In June, 1912, the beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy, downy at first yes but really new
Jan.
Denver,
Cascarets immediately cleanse and Denver & Ilio Grande railroad issued wavy and free from dandruff is mere- hair sprouting out all over your
remove the
regulate the stomach,
free transportation to the value ol ly a matter of using a little
scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
sour, undigested and fermenting food
or 16 per cent of the total
sure hair grower! destroyer of
only
and foul gases; take the excess bile $63,000,
revenue of the road for
to have dandruff and cure for
and
from the liver and carry out of the passenger
is
It
inexpensive
easy
itchy scalp and
to the stateA perfect substitute for face powwaste mat- the moi.th, according
system the constipated
soft hair and lots of It. Just it never fails to stop falling hair at der; a perfect skin food with marto
nice,
assistant
of
F.
ment
Andrews,
J.
ter and poison In the intestines and
velous curative properties. Removes
the vice president of the railroad get a 23 cent bottle of Knowlton's once.
bowels.
before In- Danderine now all drug stores recIf you want to prove how pretty and black heads, pimples, tan or any
Xo odds how badly and upset you company, in his testimony
condition of the skin. Our
terstate Commerce Commissioner 3. ommend it
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straightapply a little as directed soft your hair really 's, moisten a chappedand
Mr. Andrews was
S.
Harlan
massage cream cannot be
today.
rouge
work
en you out by morning. They
be cloth with a little Danderine and careoils.
No hair growing
cum, ,.. and within ten minutes there will
wnness cu'icu m
equalled.
box from!""'
while you sleep. A
takit
hair
freshdraw
your
through
cf abundance;
fully
an
These goods comply with the pure
.ininlitt will keen vour head eion s hearing on the issuance of free ness,appearance
Your
time.
a
one
small
at
strand
ftufflness and an incomparable ing
here this
food and drug laws. For sale by
clear, stomach sweet and your liver transportation, which opened
gloss and lustre and try as you will hair will be soft, glossy and beauti- Zook's Pharmacy.
and bowels regular for months. Don't corning.
in Just a few moments a delightThe names of various persons who you cannot find a trace of dandruff or ful
forget the children their little inbut your real surprise ful surprise awaits everyone who tries
sides need a good, gentle cleaning. had received free transportation were failing hair;
'given by Mr. Andrews. They include will be after about two weeks' use, this.
too,
H.
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Removeithj Sour Bile, Gases and

Clogged-u- p

Waste

,
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Without Gripe or Nausea. No Headache, Indigestion,
Constipation, Biliousness or Coated Tongue.

.

.

-

coaled tongue, dull, fruit of eating coarse food of taking
It is a true and effective
stomach sour and exercise.
headache,
throbbing
and bowel cleanser and regu-- '
liver
biliousness
full of gases, indigestion,
and a sallow complexion, mean that lator.
Most folks dread physics they
your thirty feet of bowels are clogged shrink from the taste and after efwaste matter; that these drain
of Figs is delicious, and,
age organs of the body are obstructed; fects. Syrup don't realize you have
besides,
you
of
full
stomach
and
liver stagnant
when
un- taken anything until morning,
poisonous gases, sour bile and
of the sys
no
waste
nil
the
cloteed
not
food
properly
digested, fermenting
tem is gently but thoroughly moved
carried off.
and out of the bowels without
on
Most of our ills are. caused by conor weakness.
griping
laxaa
need
all
We
stipated bowels.
Ask
doubt
your
druggist for the full name,
can
tive sometimes; nobody
nf Fies and Elixir of Senna."
that. The only question is: Which one "Svrunis
the old reliable and only gen
is the best? and that isn't a question jThis
comuine. Refuse, with contempt., any
of
being
Figs,
more.
Syrup
any
as
senna other Fig Syrup recommended
posed entirely of luscious figs,
nre imitations meant to
They
in
harmless
good.
a
act
must
and aromatics,
of deceive you. Read the label carefully
gentle and natural way. Syrup
and look for the name California Fig
Figs can be constantly used without
Its action Is the action of Syrup Company.
injury.
Foul breath,
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Colo-lado-

IT-I-

tick-,(.t-

(matter of a year until the real
NEED HIGH SCHOOL.
are many reasons why Taosjtate values will more than double.
should have such a school, rot only! Clayton News,
BIG WOLF NEAR CITY,
the town of Taos, but all of Taos
sohool
a huge grey lobo wolf measuring
county should work lor such a
six feet from tip of nose to tip of
for it would be open to all the
sight of
dren.of the countv. Free of tuition, - (ail was killed almost within
Tom DollThere are very few high school pu- silver City last Friday by
is employed
ar's jn this school here now. and there hue. MY. Donahue who
three
ill be fewer next year than this, at t1H Rosedale Jersey farm,
s
their miles east of the city and Jeff
unless something Is done to mJ t never
mon. boy were out hunting some
and wishes. Ami we will
bive the Dupils until we create a owg for tne dairy when they ran
News. across the wolf. .Mr. Donahue had Ins
high school spirit. Taos Valley
THEY

j

diil-jov-

j
j

Sim-neeii-

j

HE GOT HIS MEN .
Carl Gordon has been absent from
and
Carlsbad for some weeks past
in as
was
indulged
much speculation
was
to what he was doing or who he
ac
after. He returned this week
companied
by a couple ot prisoners,
Cal Payne and Will Roberts, who are
some
charged with having stolen Homan
and a saddle from
Wilson, who lives in the Guadalupeof
Mr. Gordon got one
mountains.
at Deming and the other near
the Arizona state line, and both are!
now In jail at Carlsbad and the grand
their case at the
jury will look intocourt.- Carlsbad Ar- of
term
present
'
.us.

j

j

j
j

gun with him and immediately gave
chase, tiring at the wolf and hitting
him in the neck. The wolf ran three
miles after being hit before he
sucumbed to the effects of the wound.
The animal was brought to Silver City
and E. R. Cosgrove secured the car
cass and is having same mounted by
conductor Watson of the Santa Fe
,
ne Mr WatSon being an expert
dorniist. Tho cold weather and deep
gnow a,.e arjving the animals out of
the mountains. Silver City Euter-then- i
taxi-horse- s

prise

PLENTY OF BROOMS,
T Coiu(,ri 0f Coyote station, was
local
dovvn tajs wel!it
interviewing
K

j

merci,ants and selling them

j
j

j
j

j

j

-

s

TOOK STRVCHNINE

UNION COUNTY LAND DEAL.
This week the enterprising: real esMail from San Juan county last
If.le firm of Pennington & Co. sold the
U N. Hartley ranch, situated 22jr.ight brought the news in detail to
Frank Slaplin, chief clerk of the
miles southwest of Clay ion, and known
..
,,
limiUO nP tllO
... llltl mall, rlnoll.
.,,l
as the silver spring rancn, u uwnv.e
....,.,,J v:,,ii nt L'n,.
eon-last
a
for
"'gton
Saturday night of ,1. JS.
F. Hyde, of Kansas City,
sideration of $S,fi00. Mr. Hyde ex-- McCarthy, who committed suicide by
pects to move at once to lis new taking strycnuine. iicLartny was one
Lome, and we are informed that he cf the prominent men of San Juan
will bring some very fine stock with county, having lived there for almost
him and intends to make a fperial'y a quarter of a century. He was forof handling only the very best of merly county commissioner, held a
of
place on the territorial) board
stock.
water commissioners under Governor
Tlila rind o nulla a lwiat frt,' ttl
county and goes to show that
well fixed financially.
For several
growing more valuable every day, months,
however, he had been very
and we
in the vicinity of Clayton,
are free to predict that it is only a despondent following a threea months
illness which resulted from
gasoline
i
explosion as he was filling the tank
on his car. As a result of this accident, he practically lost the use of
his hands and arms, and his face was
horribly scarred. His condition preyQUICKLY CURED
ed on his mind and was undoubtedly
the cause of his rash act. An open
!
pocket knife was found in the room
By
with the body and this led to a story
that he had stabbed himself, but an
CONVINCING OFFER
examination of. the body failed to show
any knife wounds, while a post morIf you are afflicted with the Drink tem showed
strychnine in the stomHabit come and take the Neal Treat- ach.
He is survived by a wife and
ment, holding this as the agreement: four grown sons.
If at the end of the treatment you
are not entirely satisfied that you are
Wakefield, Mass., Jan. 23. William
perfectly cured we will refund you Boone Eldred, who believed that by
every cent paid, or, if you desire, dea gallon of molassos a weel
posit the amount of our regular fee eatfi.g
he had prolonged his i'r'o many
in any bank or with any responsible
firm, to be paid to us only if you are years, died here today at the age of
satisfied at the end of the treatment 87. He ate molasses on all his food.
began
For full information call upon or When 70 years old, Eldred
Albu- riding a bicycle for exercise and, acINSTITUTE,
at?drest NEAL
querque, N. M., 216 West Stover ave--iu-e, cording to bis own figures, covered
20,000 miles daring the last 17 years.
Phone 321.
-

j
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I

1
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DRINK HABIT
Neat

Treatment

mvi-iim-

iiuni-evou-

.
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'or
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ELKS WILL
GIVE DAN6E

j

brooms

made from broom corn grown in Lin- Mr. Collier planted a
coin county.
rmall acreage to broom corn this year
NEW OIL COMPANY.
the 17th anll rajseti as nlu, broom corn as can
Judge W. S. Langmade, of
who re- - be geen anywhere.
This winter they
of
Kansas,
district
judicial
near
cently purchased a 400 acre tract of liave a broom maker at the Collier
ranc ana the product is being
Artesia has organized a company
capitalists for the. purpose Ar-of- posed of locally. About 1500 brooms
of
wllj ue made from conl planted by
developing the oil field north
the Colliers. The brooms are made
tesia.
They have subscribed ten thousand in different weight and are put up in
dollars for a test well about four miles classy style.
north of this city and expect to begin
Mr. Collier is enthusiastic over the
operations as soon as sufficient leas matter of planting of broom corn in
es can be secured.
Lincoln county and is urging tho
These men are thoroughly familiar.,,
tn nut more
nmnmi
with the possibilites of this field and acres ,nt0 broom coru tle coming
will do1 much to make it one of tlie year. He agrees to take the full
Artesia Ad-- , duct off Uleir
in the southwest.
hang and hope tlat a,
vocate.
(east 1000 acres will be planted dm- "
ing the coming year.
.
SALOON IN FLAMES.
This is a home industry not hither- ,
About 5 o clock Wednesday morn- to
figured on and one which pays well
west of Hotel
bar, just
ug the W itzel
. .
to hand e. The , ocal farmers should
,
,
ui mj
lieien, was uesuojeu uy
not overlook the opportunity
that
terlous origin, together With all the
presents itself in the growing of thin
contents. The loss is about $nr00, corn.
Carrizozo Outlook.
partially covered by Insurance.
discovered
guests
was
The fire
by
A mean, stuffy cold,
with hoarse
of the Hotel Belen, who were awakenIs just the kind that
ed and gave the alarm. The flames wheezy breathing
runs into bronchitis or pneumonia
had already gained such headway that
Don't trifle with such serious condi
to
,,lem,
check
done
could
be
little
- ""B ' '
"
from
removed
be
and nothing could
Quick and benett
as
looked
the building. For a while
are jus what you can ex
if the hotel waa doomed also, but the
pect from this great medicine.
fact that there was little wind aided soothes and heals the inflamed
me ngmei-- m
wuB
i"
paggageg. U stops the hoarse racking
A number of tho guests of the hotel
For gB,e b B . dru ists.
packed their belongings hurriedly in
en
anticipation of a hastly .exjt.
FARMINGTON MAN
News.
i
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
If. Head, was convicted!
of arson growing out of;
the burning of the plant of the Du-- !
tango Planing Mill and Lumber com-pany last Hummer. The other man,
supposed to be named Iteeves, but
with various aliases, was convicted of
horse stealing.
Ilttvrs is said to be
a desperate character, and made
.era! attempts to saw himself out of
J"11
of Aztec, and also annexed;
te
saws from some tin- known source at Durnngo pn.Wlj', way

prisoners,

OFFICIAL NEWS
Word was brought to the capital
by visitors from Carrizozo that
a telegram was received Monday stating that the I'nited States supreme
court uiiheld the supreme court of
this state deciding that t'iirrizozo is
lie comity sent of Lincoln county.
This. .de.t;iiion ends.' iV long dispute
which blurted a few years ago when
the county seal was removed from
'.incoln on tlie pica that Carrixozo is
;ii the railroad and that Lincoln is
many miles from it. The half linislied
court house at iirnzozo will doubtless be completed in the near future,
now thai the row is over.
When the news was broupht to Attorney (leneral Clancy this morning
I'.v a newspaper man the attorney gen-- i
ral shewed much interest in the report and remarked that the Lincoln
people in their suit had raised a great
variety of objections to the transference of the county seat to another
place.
CLOSSON CASE JAN. 31.
The state supreme court today
January :il, lii:l, as the date for
Sheriff Charles C Closson, of Santa
IV comity, to appear before the court
to show reason why he. is not m contempt because of allegations based
upon .the affidavit of Captain Fred
Fornoff, of the New .Mexico mounted
police, charging Mr. Closson with violating an order of the court by allowing a prisoner to be at liberty. The
prisoner referred to is Rieardo Aland.
' IN SUPREME COURT.
In the stntp supreme court. Chief
1

(.

II'

!i

if

lix-(- d

1'.

on a charge

Justice Kobcrts, .Mr. Justice F'urker,
Mr. Justice Ilanna and Supreme Court
Clerk Sena, present,
the following
was transacted:

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, 1913.
REVOLT IN SENATE AGAINST
Daniels of North Carolina, came to
Scratch Pads v' &:i descriptions and
"
OLD TIME METHODS. Trenton today with a
to nil qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cents,
delegation
offer the president-elec- t
a
summer New Mexican olMcu
(Continued from page five.)
home at. A8heville.

LOCAL ITEMS.
S
THE WEATHER.
Santa Ke, X. AL, Jan. 1.!. For
New Mexico: Tonight generally
fair and colder preceded by
snow
Hurries this afternoon.
Kriday generally fair.
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The senate adjourned shortly before
The cane of New Mexico vs. Longino
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morrow morning.
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Always a good show at the Llks.
See it tonight.
We Deliver the Goods Whatever
jyour purchase may be, in whatever
section of the city you reside, we'll
deliver to your door. Our service will
please you. Zook's Pharmacy.
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HEADQUARTERS

WATCHES

WILSON HOPES
TO INSPECT
THE CANAL

Trenton, N. .1., Jan. 23. President-- j
elect Wilson indicated today that he
was not especially anxious that a re-- j
WANTS PERMANENT
ception or any other substitute be
BOARD provided for the inaugural ball which
he opposed.
He was told that some
doubt had been expressed by mem-- j
Washington, D. C., Jan. 23. The na- - hers
of the congressional
inaugura-- ;
tional chamber of commerce, at its
final session today, went on record. tion committee as to whether a recep-- j
tion in the rotunda of the capital
through the adoption of resolutions, would
be arranged, as the governor
favoring the creation of a permanent
tariff commission, the establishment recommended.
"I shall be perfectly content with
of a new banking and currency system, and recognition of the republic jany arrangements the committee
of China. Favoring the tariff commis- imay make," said Mr. Wilson.
"Suppose they are unable to ar- sion Cl'e;itpri entnA fliuniHsimi r
B
reCPpUon etther?' he
was
ground that it might be unwise beJ
cause Its political aspect might em- "I shall be perfectly content."
barrass the work of the chamber.
The governor was urged again to- (lay to visit the Panama canal before
ft is filled with water, and indicated
ATTENTION.
that he would try to go.
Representative Covington of Mary
land called to point out the desiraKor the purpose of securing the bility of a trip to the canal before
names and addresses of all former next September.
"It all depends on how long the
residents of Indiana, the New Mex
ican has kindly tendered tha use of a extra session of congress lasts," asked the governor.
l"Hoosier Column," in which to
as they may be sent iu, a list
National Committeeman
Josephus
!cf the present residents of Iew Mex
ico comms from the old Hoosier
slaie. It is not intended that this
list shall be limited to any particular
it should embrace the ad
ccunty.
dress of those in outlying counties,
A
T
A
Send in your names. The press of
the slate w ill confer a favor by giv W INTER STOCK MUST BE SOLD
Ins publication to this notice.
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a military palrol along the
border was reported favorably by the
committee on military affairs.
Mr.
Tully, chairman of the committee,
made a brief talk before the house iu
tit.nin--
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cent. The
0.21
oi an inch of snow. At 0 o'clock this
morning the mercury stood
at 20.
Says the weather man:
"Yesterday
was a cloudy day with moist snow
which fell to a depth of 3.S inches.
.
.
Tl.
mere was a ngnt rog
trom 2:M until
3 p. m. followed by a dense
fog which
made Santa Ke look like London. This
dense .fog held sway until 8: 30 p. in.!
The night cleared up and was beauti-- ;
ful in the soft rays of the moon!
which luminary was dimmed at inter-- j
vnls by thin clouds.
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either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
X-r- f'
yawnea ana waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Nov. books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of building a library. Thi3 is the
idea,
Globe-Wernic-
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DEADLOCK
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IN

ILLINOIS.

Jan. 23. Eight bal-- I
SpringQeld,
lots today left the speakership dead-- I
lock in the lower house unbroken.
111.,
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the Purchaser to Buy
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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